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Then you will say:
"This has the distinction of genius"
industry there is some product that is
incredibly fine whose perfection beggars the
comparison of price.
IN EVERY

A watch -like precision of manufacture assures you a lifetime of service. You will never
care to replace your Rola and that, in itself,

makes it the wisest of investments.
When you hear a Rola and we suggest that
re-creates every note, every shade of voice and you hear it before you huy any loud speaker
you will appreciate that with it comes the
instrument, as faithfully as a polished mirror
same satisfaction that you experience in owning
reflects an image.
Rola was built with a full appreciation of a thoroughbred horse a grand piano of some
or anything that is unmistakthe important part that a reproducing device master make
plays in radio. With the knowledge that the ably the finest of its kind. At the better radio
finest set can be no better than its loud speaker. stores. Price, complete with 14 -inch horn and
Price, you will agree, is of little moment when cord, $36.00. Phonograph unit with adapter,
you consider the many advantages to he gained $22.50.
A product of the Rola Company, 425o Hollis
by actually re- creating the beautiful radio
In radio, it is Rola. Not a "loud speaker" or
"reproducer" -hut a "Re- creator." It actually

.

.

-

.

programs.

There are many excellent loud speakers
just as there are many excellent musicians. But
the subtle distinction that we recognize as
genius in some -nusicians is easy to recognize in
the try^r*^
of Rola.
.s volume even

is

self-

he musician himself.
-e-creation auto --ion of over- weakest

.

Street, Oakland, California. Marketed nationally through Baker -Smith Company, Inc. Head
Office, Call Building, San Francisco, California.
Branch offices in principal cities.
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Philco Rechargeable

"B"

B

Phikn Typo DX
Bitter/ with de luae mahoaant
with .over (a6 volts). Prise- 320.011
Teo. DX0. without .over -316 SO
bomb case

Flattery

°B
Charging
ose 3,1.71

Panel. factory wired and ready for

'B

Philco Single Charges. for all
batteries and Una,
"A" batteries. Nmseless. Pore- -39.75
Phik. Double Ch
for all 'B' batteries and ÚD66
batteries. Noiseless. Price -$15.00

A"

Charger prices include plugs and receptacles.

l'hilco
Duilin Charge
Indicators
Rails float when the
twittery s .arged ,.rid
rah as
shwriornes

"B"

Batteries on Charge

To onnect the batteries to sour set. throw over
swot hm ..0 Charging Panel (I) and pull out plug (7)
from the bur!t in receptacle of the Ph,i.o ?Lawless
Charger.

the battery
dis.haranI.

in your living room
Recharge
without changing a wire!
A

P\Ik. Pre.ea.clas. Cabe
B.Renes

Stay dry and clean always
Rust -in Charge Indicant,.
Typo UMW for +Image battery tubes 516.00
Tape U1)14. "a dry .ell replacement" enabling
you to get better results out
.ell tubes.
Osmoses less space than three dry cells and
may he installed permanently in the radie
burner Pr,re Sa.00

Staavproof.

of

Poke M.boen..od

C

a.

'A" Battersea
Types BAR nd RW f.a torge battery tubes
In beautiful Adam brown mahogany liaish
harinome,ng with yin., radio e.Mner
Price-$14.50 up.
Phiko Charge T..ter- permanently mounted
in filler cap- avoids fussing with a hydrometer
$1.00 rats..

n

Philco has made storage batteries not
only easy to operate but also economical.
One Philco Storage Battery will outlast
many, many dry cell batteries.
To Recharge a Philco "B" Battery,
just throw the Charging Panel switches
and insert the plug in the built -in
receptacle of the Philco NOISELESS
Charger.
You don't move the batteries or disconnect a wire. Cost -five to ten cents.
Philco "B" Batteries are clean, dry
and beautiful. The tightly -sealed glass
cells are assembled in Adam -brown
mahogany finish cases harmonizing with
radio cabinets and furniture.
Built-in Charge Indicators tell you at

glance how much charge is in the
battery at any time.
Philco makes storage "A" batteries of
similar convenience and economy. Also
a

high -powered starting batteries
automobile.

for your

Philco Batteries are Drynamic-.shipped
DRY but CHARGED. Being dry, they
cannot deteriorate while in shipment or
on the dealer's shelf.
The life of the Drynamic battery you buy
doesn't start until the dealer pours in the
acid. You are certain to get its full life.

Ask your nearest Philco Service
Station, Radio or Music Dealer for Philco
Drynamic-see the acid poured in -and
you can't get a stale battery.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Company
Philadelphia

PIIG°aM0O MD

6G°3QD

BATTERIES
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E IT RIALLY SPEAKING
By HENRY M. NEELY

I,

MANY ways, the last season has been
an extremely significant one for the
radio fan. Many new ideas have reached
the stage of actual experiment and we have
had enough experience with some of them
to be able to form some
sort of estimate of what
The Trend
in Our Radio they presage for the future. Chief of these
l'rogran
developments are the
following:
1. Toll broadcasting or the use of
radio fur building up good will.
2. Link broadcasting or the connection
of two or more stations either by land
wires of by radio pick -up and rebroadcast.
3. Increase in power to determine how
high a station can go without blanketing
its community.
.4. A genuine public sentiment against
admission of any more stations until the
present chaos in the ether is cleared.
5. The establishment of radio as a
legitimate financial proposition as evidenced by the flotation of large issues of
stock on the curb.
6. A tendency toward a sweeping reduction in prices on receiving sets and

parts.
7. The development of a new art of
program- making comparable to what is
known as "presentation" in the motion picture industry.
Several of these developments have already been discussed in these pages, and
this month I should like to take up the
last one mentioned -the development of
the new art of radio program making.
Just for the sake of clarifying the distinction, let us divide radio programs into
"foreground" and "background" programs.
The foreground program is one which, by
its very presentation or inherent qualities,
compels all listeners -in to cease conversation
and to listen to whatever the loud- speaker is
producing. Foreground entertainment by
radio becomes the leading interest of the
social gathering which happens to be receiving it and every one remains silent and
listens.
Background entertainment is the opposite. It is such material as the broadcasting of a luncheon concert by a cafe
orchestra or an ordinary program or miscellaneous music by various artists who
are not particularly well known. With such
programs, the radio set is left turned on
during the evening, but if you and I and
several friends are sitting in the room, we
do not hesitate to talk about the weather

or business or social affairs. Now and
then, if we happen to hear something that
interests us, we listen, but the principal
thing that holds us together for the evening is our own social intercourse or our.
game of poker, and the radio is merely a
background which serves to fill in any possible gaps in our conversation, or now and
then to give us something a little mure interesting than what we were talking about.
With the development of toll broadcasting by linked stations, the cost of such
broadcasting makes it essential that those
in charge should so frame their programs
that every one of them shall he of foreground caliber. Otherwise, much of the
tremendous expenditure is wasted because
thousands of people sit around the loudspeaker and converse and listen only now
and then.
The development of this foreground
style of program has begun during this
last season. It is a new art, facing new
problems, and, while it may in many respects be comparable to phases of other
entertainment, the very peculiarities of
radio, when everything is transmitted
through the ear and not the eye, make it
somewhat different and compel its advo
cates to develop their own style of art.
The last season's experiments have indicated two things: a foreground program must be coherently tied together
first, by personality, or second, by carefully
planned "continuity." This latter term
indicates some sort of thread of story or

some method of su knitting together the
whole program that you and I will not talk
during its rendition, but will listen con-

stantly for fear that we will lose this
thread.
Roxy and his gang at the Capitol
Theatre in New York are an excellent illustration of the first-named type. Roxy's
personality ties the whole thing together.
Without him these programs would be
simply very good regular programs which
might be transmitted from the studio of
any really first -class station. The interjection of Roxy's personality spreads that
personality over every single thing that
is rendered and we listen to everything for
fear that we will lose some small part of
this binding sense of personality.
In the lust -named type of program-.
continuity -the Eveready Hour stands
supreme and, indeed, almost alone. Take
that masterpiece of experimental radio
writing, the Golden Wedding Anniversary,
which they have been compelled to repeat.
There was a story unfolded before us as
we listened, and there were few of us who
did not feel a lump rising in our throats
and a suspicious moisture in our eyes as
the party progressed, finally to leave the
two old folks alone after fifty years of
happy married life, and that splendidly
dramatic but unaffected final touch where
the old woman tries to sing once more one
of her girlhood songs but breaks down in
the midst of it from sheer happiness -and
the Eveready Hour is over.
Every song sung during that hour was
an old -time one that all of us had worn
almost threadbare. They were well sung
by the Eveready Entertainers, but any
first-class group of entertainers could have
sung them as well. Put out merely as an
unrelated program, we would have listened
to some, but would have talked every now
and then among ourselves. As tied together
by this heart appeal of the Golden Wedding
Anniversary, they became irresistible, and
we all sat silent and listened to the end.
That is representative of the new art
of radio presentation.
This kind of thing, it seems to me, is
pointing to a new school of writing -the
development of the scenario writer particularly for radio. Paul Stacey, of the N. W.
Ayer Advertising Agency, who is doing
these continuities for the Eveready Hour,
should here be put down as the pioneer in
this field, and the development of his new
form of art is, it seems to me, the most
significant phase of
(f..flannl on Frxr 31)
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A Radio Investment That's

Permanent
is coming when many
people are going to separate their
purchases of Radio and Furniture.

The time

The leaders want to do so today.
They have welcomed our announcement of the Superspeaker
Highboy by an actual flood of
approval.
Tlw Hrahhm swh.kww. ek.wwesl anl
grill. Jar.sh.J.ar n'rnsg Jwrinc
or

Sorrrrrraker horn ..retori.

And the others will follow, for
the common sense of such an idea
is plain.

The Highboy can never become
obsolete or out of date. It is
merely a handsome piece of furniture, with built -in reproducer, and

housing the owner's current Set
and equipment.

It will house the Radio of the
future as gracefully as the Radio
of today. And it will always
answer the question "Where shall
we put it" by providing a handsome Radio Unit, complete with a
world- famous reproducer, and
amply capable of gracing the most
perfectly appointed drawing room.
Meet the demand for fine Radio

Furniture with this Permanent
Radio Investment. Ask for our
folder, "Decorative Radio."

The Supers¡x akcr Highboy, complete with table. in finest
African Mahogany or No. t Anencan Walnut. Sct compartment to', Inches long. Design and mechanical patents pending.
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE BEST"
vwr. wnrwog moms e,,,,,,..o,,. ,.n
nrMr sak ry hi.m Supen.n,k:..
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EVEREADY HOUR
EVERY TUESDAY AT 9
N..r.a Sa-bote

P. M.

T....

For real radio enjoyment tune in the "Evereadh
Croup." Broadcast through statiousWEAP
WJAR

Ni.

WEAR

Cleveland

York
Providence
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Detroit

Cincinnati
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Philadelphia
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Recommend
good batteries

Pittsburgh
Ilotialo

IN AN effort to reduce the first cost of a
radio set, a newcomer in radio often buys
inferior batteries. You know such "saving"

Davenport

\linneapoh.
1St. Paul
I

is really wasteful. Tell your friends who
arc about to buy receivers that the best batteries obtainable will prove to be the most
economical. Tell them to buy Eveready
Radio Batteries- -they last longer and, because they are greatly superior, they give
complete satisfaction.
There is an Eveready Radio Battery for
every radio use
11anu /aeturrd and yuarantrrd by

1TIONAL CARBON COMPANY.
New York

I

San Frant-IS,

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario

4Aplp

w

ttu
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Radio Batteries

-they last longer

Eveready
Columbia

lgndor

/try CM
Battey
for all
Dry Cell
Tvbes
11/4

ttolta
No. 77b

4S-volt

Extra

l.arqr
I rrtievl
Prier
$4.75

For uar
on malts-

tube arb

No. 767
4S

-volt

Large

Horizontal
Prier
X1.75

With
variable
taps

192.5

May,
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Problem oPInterference

MILE successful

Xgenerators,
r a y machines,
telephone ringing
and arc light systems; and other

application of
radio as a dependable means
of
communication is limited
only by the efficiency of the re-

interference

Leu

s

over

Insulators

ceiving apparatus
in collecting the
desired signal
and excluding all
other signals. Undesired signals or

interfering

Defective
Transformer

noises, with the
present form of
receiving equipment, cannot he
completely elim-

Bushings

and Wi rin g

inated: therefore.
the efficiency of
a
is
receiver
measured by the
ratio of the volume of the desired signal to

propagated

i

n

wave form and
collected by the

receiving a n tenna.
In Group 2
should be listed
the more properly termed interfering noises,
rather than inter
fering signals, as
audio frequency

howls, due to resonance in the

amplifier e i r cuits: the rustling
caused by current
leaks throughout
different parts of
the circuits; the
noises introduced
by certain inherent defects of
the vacuum tube
and batteries
which may have
bad connections;

noises

Arc Lumps

that of the unde-

sired signals.
Dr.
Erskine Electric Cars
Murray, the great
Sparkin of
British physicist,
and author of one
Control (Ina-Motor
of the first adEquipment
vanced r a d i o
books published
the grating
in our language,
sounds caused by
definitely stated
loose connecmany years ago
tions; as well as
that: "the diffithe hissing or
LOCAL COMMERCIAL FORMS OF INTERFERENCE
culty in wireless
howling sounds
Showing various
is not to receive
resulting from
a signal, but to
insulation encountered in street ruilwut
improper adjustkeep one out."
ment of the tunlightino
Just what is the
ing elements of
signal that must
the equipment as
be kept out? One
a whole.
would immediateWhat is the
ly answer that "it is the signal interfering
remedy for all of this interference? The
By GEORGE LEWIS
with the clear reception of it desired sigThe Cro.le7 Hdlo (erporntlon
external interferences are being materially
nal," or, better yet, "the sound interfering
reduced as the popularity and importance
transmitting stations operating on an ad- of radio increase. The Government,
with the desired sound."
Interference can, in a general way, be jacent wave length with such intensity, or through the Department of Commerce, has
strength as to conflict with the reception completed the most elaborate study of the
classified in two broad groups:
of the desired transmitting station. This subject and the higher -powered radio
(1) The undesired energy collected
is not the case. Interference can be caused. broadcasting stations are licensed for operby the antenna, the interfering energy
for instance, by mechanical noises made in ation on different wave lengths, so selected
generated outside and beyond the rea room after the desired signals have been and distributed geographically throughout
ceiving equipment, which we shall term
transformed into sound waves by the head- the United States as to prevent interference
"external or distant interference,"
phones or loud -speaker.
and
between different stations when fairly seIn Group 1 we have, first of all from a lective receiving equipment is employed.
(2) The interfering noises introradio standpoint, the undesired signals The stations are carefully inspected to deduced or generated within the receivfrom a second transmitting station, which tect any radiation of energy, other than
ing equipment and factors within the
can be caused by the direct wave interfer- that assigned the station as an operating
Station commonly known as internal,
ence, or the continuous shrill scream wave, which may take place in the form of
instrumental or local interference.
It may be well to subdivide each of these known as "heterodyning;" the atmospheric harmonics. In addition, the station is regroups, so as to have a more clear under- interference commonly called "static;" the quired to maintain a standard degree of
standing of the various classes of inter- interference brought utxlut by the radiating modulation, noiseless carrier wave and othqualities of neighboring receivers; the in- er factors which might introduce interferferences.
We have been led to believe that inter- ductive interferences caused by electrical ence are carefully watched. Therefore we
ference is solely caused by other radio equipment. such as transmission lines, may rest assured that our Government,

types of faulty

power and

circuits.
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communication. night and day service is
maintained throughout the year without
interference, while on the other hand, radio
broadcast concert listeners
modernly
called "coherere' -are prone to cover the
limitations of their receiving apparatus and
their skill in tuning under the guise of the
severity of static. It is not static alone that
causes the hissing, frying and cracking
noises produced by a loud -speaker; it is the
static combined with circuit noises which
are amplified and generated at each stage
of the receiver.
If the "external or distant interference"
is being lessened in violence, will we not
shortly reach a period where pure signals
of any strength can be amplified indefinitely without interference? No; this is not a
fact and we shall not reach this ideal condition until the interfering noises grouped
under the heading of "Internal or instrumental interference" are eliminated.
The external forni of interference is
beyond the control of designers and manufacturers of radio receiving equipment.
These external factors are being rapidly
minimized, but what is being accomplished
to reduce the instrumental noises- -those
noises directly under
(Continued on raze 33)

through its force of radio inspectors, is discover and remedy defects of this type.
Such radio interference as that caused
acting as a radio police to protect our interests in this great subject of interference by commercial electrical equipment is at
between broadcasting or transmitting sta- the present moment receiving the serious
study of radio committees appointed by the
tions.
It has been found that the radio listen- larger electrical associations, such as the
ing public have assisted the electric power National Electric Light Association, the
companies in locating faulty equipment be- Associated Manufacturers of Electrical
fore the apparatus has become completely Supplies and the Power Club of America.
damaged. A striking instance of the vigi- These committees are composed of leading
lance of the radio public took place in St. electrical and radio engineers of America,
Louis, where a partial short circuit was whose assistance in this particular field
caused by a laborer puncturing the insula- will tend to minimize commercial intertion of a high -tension cable. The continued ference.
reports of interference from a restricted
The remaining subject classified under
4one caused an investigation by the Mis- external interference is "static "
term
which
souri Radio Listeners' Association,
given such wide publicity. It may be stated
resulted in the discovery of the faulty cable. at the outset that occasionally static comThe extremely sensitive receivers util- pletely blankets the reception of signals,
ized in radio broadcast reception very read- but this condition is only experienced in cerily detect electrical disturbances caused by tain tropical locations for a very limited
faulty line insulation, transformer bush- time. Static may become quite pronounced
ings and other sources of leaks and arcs in the temperate zones directly before or
which could not be discovered otherwise during severe electrical or thunderstorms;
until the defect had reached a state whereby however, the seriousness of this subject is
the operation of the circuit or apparatus greatly exaggerated. The increased power
was endangered. In fact, a special form of radio broadcasting stations will mateof directive radio apparatus is being used rially reduce the interference caused by
by several electrical utility companies to static. Tn commercial radio telegraphic
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Portable Sets pof
the Seasons
\TITI! the adoption of high power by a
dozen or more of our best broadcasting
stations there is every prospect that this
summer will see a more widespread use of
the portable radio receiver than has been
known in the past. Radio has now become
such an integral part of the home life of
so many people that even the summer vacation will not now be considered complete
unless the evenings are brightened by the
sound of music from the radio set.
For this summer, the manufacturers are
putting on the market sets which include
virtually every degree of portability. For
the man who is on a walking tour, the word
portable will naturally mean something totally different from its meaning to the man
who is touring in a large automobile. The
Phyllis Sacia,
Galesville, Wis.,
winner of the

1925 CrosleyDolly Varden Annual Beauty Con-

By
H. M. N.

The

Operadio

"convertible" can
be adapted to home
surroundings b y
means of the special cabinet

..:

tc,+i1=

,íl

'

-

-

Another view of
the Operadio portable

receiver

without the special cabinet

test, with her
Crosley portable
receiver

of space without sacrifice of efficiency from a radio standpoint.
They are neat and attractive and
many of them are not much
harder to carry than a fair-sized
camera.
For the motorboat fan, with a
comfortable cabin cruiser, almost
any of the larger of these portable
sets will double the pleasure of
his annual cruise. The same may
be said of the man who likes to take his
vacation in his motorcar.
Such sets are equally adaptable to the
family taking a cottage at the seashore or
in the mountains or one who is going to a
latter vacationist can easily summer boarding house for his vacation.
carry with him storage bat- The larger size portable set can easily be
teries and quite an elaborate transported for such purposes as these.
equipment, which will not Virtually all of them are built to use the
take up too much room in UV199 of C299 tubes, and so the storage
the car, but which would be totally out of the battery is not essential. These little tubes
question to the man who is walking or riding require so small an amount of current from
a bicycle. There is a saying in the radio the battery that one set of dry cells ought
last for the length of vacation that the
industry that you can put a strap and a to
average man is able to get.
handle on a grand piano and call it a portPortable sets rising a detector and one
able instrument if you want to.
or two stages of audio -frequency amplifiThis year's portable sets are really a cation will present very few difficulties on
revelation of what can be done by careful account of these tubes. For the larger
design and good workmanship. The sets set, where radio -frequency amplification is
show a clever utilization of every cubic inch required, it is very wise to have one or two
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Here is the

Kennedy

Model !!!, three-tube
portable receiver

11

extra tubes which have already proved to
be good radio -frequency amplifiers and
which can be kept as spares in came one of
the tubes in the set should happen to die
during the vacation. With such a provision
as this, the portable set becomes an essential
part of the equipment of modern vacati()IIists.

With this article we are showing some
of the better known manufactured portable
sets which are now being put on the market
for this coining summer. These
are all standard and can be depended upon to give excellent
satisfaction. The choice will lie
entirely with the user and will be
dictated by his pocketbook, by his
peculiar individual needs, and by
the appeal which each one makes
to his personal fancy.
Following are the descriptions
of the sets shown in the pictures:

Above is shown the Kodel P11 onetube portable receiver. Set works
either with or without an aerial.
Measures 5y,, inches by 41/{ inches
by .1 inches and weighs but 43.E
pounds

Operadio Convertible-Something entirely new is revealed in

-

Right
the Kodel
P12 two-tube portable receiver, which
works a loud- speaker on local and nearby station. Entirely
self- contained in a
cabinet 51/e inches
by 71/2 inches by
9 inches and weighs
8 pounds

detailed view
of the Kodel P11
one-tube p o r table
A

-"--
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slipping through their anchors at the ends
of the cross bars.
In furniture form the Operadio "Convertible" is complete in itself, compact, good
to look at. But the new feature is the
fact that the radio set itself is instantly
portable. Although Operadio engineers
have now seen fit to introduce the furniture
model. they have refused to relinquish the
feature of portability. Consequently the
standard 1925 Operadio is located within
the console. When portability is desired,
the cover of the console is raised and the
set is lifted out. The standard Operadio
wave- bridge, or loop, which is also the cover
of the portable, is then fitted in place and
the net is ready to he carried away by its
handle.
Of course, present owners of Operadio
sets need only purchase the console in order
to have an Operadio "Convertible." The
console loop, being a part of the cabinet
equipment, gives them a complete "Convertible" ready for immediate operation
when their set is fitted in place.
Kennedy Portable Model 3-The Kennedy Company has put out a new Model 3
particularly for the use of the vacationist
in summertime. This is not a compromise
set for the sake of portability,
hut is the full size set giving
the same volume and using the
same radio unit as their Model

The Boonton Portable consists
of two neat carrying cases, one
containing the set itself and the

other

holding all batteries,
phones and aerial and ground
wire. The two cases are easily
connected by three metal strips,
as shown in the upper picture.
The central photograph shows
how the set can be swung out
fur easy access to tubes and
parts. The lower picture shows
the front panel with tuning
controls

V.

The set itself is contained
in a leather- covered case and

.

the announcement of the Ope radio "Convertible." This pioneer of portable radins has combined a distinctive console furn' ,ure model with the wellknown six-tube, self -contained
portable Operadlo.
The new "Convertible" is offered in two styles, the one a Windsor
cabinet, and the other a pedestal model
the Empire. Both are finished in diamond match stump walnut of heavy weight with
finest of hardware, and though probably
the smallest six -tube furniture models on
the market today, they are of unusual
solidity.
The convertible feature is of unusual
interest. In console form the "Convertible"
has every appearance of a permanent installation. The front door of the set drops
down to form a shelf for the log sheet and
the elbows while tuning. The panel is revealed, set in a walnut front easily accessible for tuning.
Back of the set in the rear of the cabinet is a loop aerial of new design. It incorporates the Operadio principle of plug in -jack connection, and when in the set is
in connection so that the set is instantly
ready for unidirectional tuning. When
directional loop effects are necessary, the
loop is readily lifted from its place in the
back of the cabinet and inserted through
the lid into the jack on top of the set, thus
being rotatable through 360 degrees. In
order to fit the loop into the set, partial
folding is necessary, and this is performed
by pivoting the loop on its axis, the wires

-

phones and plug nest snugly
into the cover. The dimensions
are 133/4 x 131/4 x 8 inches and
the weight is 25 pounds.
U V 199 or C299 tubes are
used and the set contains a detector and two stages of audiofrequency amplification. The
"A" battery may be either
storage or dry cells and a "B"
battery voltage of 671/2 is
recommended.
The tuning of the set is extremely simple and stations are
found merely by the turning of
one.

dial

(Continnod on P,. .3/f)
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INTEREST in the superheterodyne has been
very decidedly revived in the Eastern section
of the country through several radio interviews
between Leans E. Whitcomb (Whit), assistant
superintendent of WEE!, Boston, and R. W.
Cotton, president of Cotton Apparatus, Inc., of
Boston, Maus.
This interview has been very cleverly arranged
and never fails to make a hit among the listenersin of the station from which it may be given. It
contains more real truth about the superheterodyne
and about radio in general than is usual with such
features from broadcasting stations, and su I (Arranged with Mr. Whitcomb and Mr. Cotton to have
them furnish me the interview in the form of
questions and answers just as they give it via
radio, so that our readers who are not within
range of the stations could have the benefit of the
information contained.
The interview is presented here for this purpose.
H. M. N.

)(

ARadio Interview on the Super-lleterothjne
Q. Dick, in your opinion, what is the
beat type of riteeiving set available today?
A. Without question or doubt the superheterodyne is the best system of broadcast
reception.
Q. I have several friends who have
superheterodyne receivers who du not seem
to hold there in the same high opinion that
you lln. What do you believe to be the
reason for this?
A. The reason for this is probably that
the persons you refer to are not operating
good superheterodynes, with emphasis on
the good, or they are expecting too much
from the sets themselves.
Q.
These people I have reference to
constructed their own superheterodynes. Is
it possible that they are at fault in the
construction of their sets?
A. The probabilities are, Whit, that it
is not their fault.
Q. What would you say the reasons
are for their pour results?
A. In most. cases I would say that the
trouble was due largely to one of two
things. That is, either poor design or poor
parts or a combination of both.
Q. Well, if this is true, how may one
be assured of constructing a superheterodyne which you would class as good?
A. That is rather a difficult question to
answer, as it involves many details, but in
general I might say, first, obtain a design
worked out by somebody in whom you have
confidence. Secondly, use for parts those
that are the best. Thirdly. be sure that

you follow instructions faithfully.
Q. Do you believe that the average man
can construct one of these sets if he has
available the material as you state?
A. There is no question about

this, as I have received many letters
from people who have never before
constructed any radio set, but have
had no difficulty in building and

operating a superheterodyne.
Q. You have recently written

r

level, whenever and wherever it may be
operated, and there are no sets with which
it is possible to do more.
Q. What do you rrleun by the "static
level" limiting the receiving range?
A. The static level is the point at which
the signal from a broadcast station and the
static are equal in strength, and it is
obvious that you cannot receive a broadcast station when the static is stronger or
equal to the strength of the broadcasting

a booklet on the subject of the superheterodyne, haven't you?
A.

Yes.

What does this booklet contain?
The booklet contains rather a nontechnical discussion of the superheterodyne
together with the diagrams, photographs.
etc., showing how to construct a set with
which I have had very good results.
Q. I am building one of your sets now,
Dick, and will you guarantee that I can
obtain Pacific Coast stations?
Q.

A.

A.

No.

Q.

Why not?

station's signal.
Q. What results have been obtained by
owners of the Cotton superhet that you
know about?
A. Whit, I prefer that people who operate this receiver answer this question, but
I will state that people who have written
me about the results they obtain do much
better than I do myself with the same set.
It may be of interest at this point to say
that all the letters I have received to date
from owners of the Cotton super have reported the West Coast on a loud -speaker.
Q. And still you do not guarantee California on the Cotton super I. all wilding?

A. For the simple reason that a guarantee of distance means nothing in radio.
Q. That is funny. I have heard a great
many people say they would guarantee sets
to receive certain distances.
A. That statement is true, Whit, but
the receiving distance of a set is not altogether governed by the set itself, and a
person is very foolish to guarantee receptión when so many factors enter the field
besides that of the set itself.
Q. What are these factors you speak
about?
A. Probably there is no single factor
which counts for so much in radio as the
location in which a set is used. Also the
weather conditions and interferences from
man -made static.
Q. Well, what would you say was the
receiving range of your superheterodyne?
A. The receiving range of this set may
be roughly defined as follows: The set is
capable of receiving down to the static

A. No, Whit, as I have told you before
a guarantee of distance in radio does not
amount to anything, as so many factors
besides that of the receiving set itself

s

enter into the field.
Q. Do the vacuum tubes have to be
picked out with care for use in this set?
A. No; the set is not critical as regards
the selection of tubes, although somewhat
better results may be obtained providing a
person has a set of matched tubes.
Q. Do you recommend storage "B" batteries?
A. Yes, I believe storage "B" batteries
to be more economical in the long
run in any multi -tube set.
Q. What is the wave -length
range of the Cotton superhet
A. The wave-!ep.gth range in
meters is from 216 to 550, and in
this connection
+S)
:
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More About LowLoss
By E. T. FLEWELLING

Aneelate Editor of "Kadin

THE popular demand for low-lass radio
parts, etc., is in itself sufficient answer
to the question, "Does low loss pay ?" There
seldom is a ponular demand for anything that is
not worth while. As a
student of the subject I
can most certainly voice
16
my sentiment on the ques,l2
tion by suggesting ways
and means for further seIH C
curing the very desirable
4
features obtainable when
-a
radio receivers are built

In

the Mmte

tuning condenser so that the point of resonance is reached and we thereby tune in
our station. Tuning in our station, then,
simply means having our set so adjusted
that it is in resonance with (in tune with, still hear it a bit at 350 meters. No selecagain) the incoming wave. Let's try to tivity at all, at all!
picture being in resonance with a station.
Look now at Fig. 2. Here we start to
hear the station at 298

meters. maximum at 300
and lose it at 302
fair illustrameters
tion of what a good receiver should do at this
frequency.
1:1 g.
But our volume has
doubled. What is the answer? Several things of
course enter into it, but
1O O
with an eye to low loss
among the very important
6
features.
ones are our coils and conWAVE
LENGTH
il
The importance of this
densers, not to mention
.2
"low loss" business to
our old friend regeneraIIIMMIlfittiMMtIIItfilliE1111tfi111111111111MMEMININIIM
my mind has been a bit
tion and multiple -tuned
circuits, etc.
overlooked. It seems to
250
350
400
OC)
20n
300
4-50
me to point to the next
We can not go into a
step
that
dry discussion of reacconstructive
tance, impedance, etc.,
radio is to make. If you
In Fig. 1 we have a yardstick marked in etc., but we can point out and emphasize
have ever heard a set that even approached
the low -loss idea, I'm sure you'll be on my wave lengths from 200 to 600 meters -the this great big idea, namely that as every
side. One trouble so far has been that, as broadcasting wave band. Another scale at bit of resistance to the signal that we can
with everything else, it takes time, hard the left of the yardstick measures the vol- take out of our coils, condensers, wiring,

.

a,

-a

l
1

t

i

Fig
titit11t11111
?SO

300

Pig.

WAVE LENGTH

IN1111MtNaltMIII
35()

work and patience to develop the thing.
We all know that Rome wasn't built overnight and that radio must go through its
stages of development. To me "low loss" is
a stage of development.
In last month's issue of Radio in the
Home we printed a few suggestions about
condenser design-suppose that in this
issue we think about the coils and wiring
of a radio receiver.
The coils that we are using nowadays in
our radio receivers certainly do cover a
multitude of sins, some that we know about
and more that we do not. Your questions
then, we will assume, are:
"How can I tell what is a good coil and
what is not a good coil ?"
"And what has wiring to do with it ?"
All set? Let's go!
Perhaps the easiest way to take up the
consideration of coils is to call to your attention one or two first principles in the
usual manner. Consider first what we use
coils for anyway. We use them to obtain
sufficient inductance to match with our

400

45l)

Mf1

WAVE LENGTH

ffi

ifi

ffi

200

250

300

urne of the signal. The higher up our reso-

nance peak, the better the signal strength.
Notice that we start to hear the station
when we really are tuned to only 250
meters; it is a maximum at 300 and we

350

400

f1 ft

450

500

etc., is removed, then just so much higher
and more narrow will the signal be able to
push the resonance curve and a nearer approach made to the curve shown in Fig. 3.
Where the peak is -no man knows where.
The curve has to have some width to it,
you know, in order to let in all the high and
low notes of the music -the harmonics
but the curve will show selectivity and
large volume in proportion as the losses are
removed. This statement has been proved
enough times to be almost an axiom.
Different types of coils most certainly
will give different results in a radio receiver, due not alone to their resistance,
but also to the important fact that the shape
of their fields, combining as it does with
their resistance, has a marked effect upon
the shape of the resonance curve for the
receiver. Sufficient attention has evidently
not been paid to see that the shape of the
coil used is not such that it will introduce
resistance to the receiver.
Pictures of a few of the coils in general
use will perhaps show a few things that

-
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will help us out. In Fig.
4 is shown the Lorenz
type of coil. Fig. 5 shows

15

L2

popular spiderweb
coil, Fig. 8 is the typical
single -layer coil.
Perhaps it will be
the

L1
obvious why these coils
are not the answer to the
coil question if a few discrepancies in them are
pointed out. First they
are all insulated by the
use of cotton or silk. These
materials w i l l absorb
moisture from the air.
This is one reason why our
sets work better in the
winter, when the furnace means dry air.
'The average radio set follows the weather.
Next about coils is that the self-supporting types of Figs. 4 and 5 must use
extra length of wire (more resistance) for
the sake of the self- supporting feature.
These points are self-evident, and, of
course, mean the abolition of these coils in
the near future unless there is something
to the claim for the spiderweb coil of Fig.

C

Pis .8
F

'

paper for the cylindrical
coils will approach something like Fig. 9, and for
the spiderweb coil about
as in Fig. 10. Note that
the flat coil has a smaller
dimensioned field.
Now all of this may
seem a bit dry, but it
brings up another very
important point.
Draw your picture of
your coil and then place a
penny or some small metallic object in the field of
the coil. If you are careful now you will note upon

retracing the field something like Fig 11. Your coin did three
things. First it pushed the part of the
field nearest it buck toward the coil; second, it pushed it further out on the opposite side, and third, it can he shown that it
also added resistance to the coil. Here at
9XBG these experiments were made with

each point of disturbance and with experience and practice the outline of the field
around the coil can be drawn. Of course.

f

high power and it was very easy to see
these things. How do we know that we
added resistance to the coil? Well, reset

L

Flsj9

Fig v
5

that its field is concentrated. This brings

up the next point in the consideration of
coils. What kind of a field does the coil
have and what has that to do with it?
In testing this the writer used several
methods, but if you care to do it yourself
it is very easy to draw a complete picture
of the field surrounding any radio coil.
First one must have an extra coil and
condenser that will tune over the same
wave -length range as the coil to be tested.
Place the coil to be tested in an oscillating
circuit. but be sure to isolate it from every
part of the circuit. In our laboratory the
plain regeneracircuit shown in Fig. 7
tive circuit-is used. Oscillation is obtained
by adjustment of the variometer L2, and the

Fig.10
this operation would have to be carried out
in all directions from the coil for the complete field. The field in the plane of the

-a

coil to be tested, M. was suspended over a
table free and clear from all the rest of
the circuit. which was on another table. Fig.
8 shows the testing or exploring coil "X"
with its variable condenser C2.
Now if the coil "X" is placed near coil
LI, and the condenser C2 turned, you will
find a point where a click will he heard in
the headphones and the oscillation will stop.
Place a sheet of paper under coil L1 and
remove coil "X" to a point where you just
hear the disturbance to the oscillation,
when condenser C2 hits the right point.
Place a mark on the paper at this point.
Now gradually work around the coil Ll
with your exploring coil, placing a dot at

the variometer to the point where the set
just oscillates. Now take the coin, a piece
of bukelite, composition or whatever you
will and, listening carefully, push the object
into the field of the coil. If you use due
care you will find that the set will stop oscillating when the object is sufficiently in
the field. Read the dial on the variometer
before you start the experiment. It is, say,
at 28". After the object is in the field and
the set has stopped oscillating you can start
it oscillating again by increasing the dial
to, say, 27 degrees, that is to say by increasing the regeneration. Then we have
the use of regeneration as a measure of
efficiency of our apparatus. Provided the
same conditions are used in each you can
very readily test different materials this
way and so tell for yourself which is best
suited to your use.
Now for a little hombshell-has it occurred to you so far that the coin or object
that you placed in the field of the coil might
have been a socket. a condenser, a panel or
any other part of a radio set? That they
all will distort the field of the coil and create a resistance? Even a piece of bus wire
will do it!
Here at 9XBG is a set that illustrates
this point very well. It is such a circuit as
shown in Fig. 7, except that the variometer
is replaced by a tickler coil that turns inside of coil L 1 thereby furnishing the regeneration. ('oil Ll
(ronnno.d on rag. 34
'

Fig: ,J
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Hear the Conquering Harmonica ViaPa&o
1Y /HAT is your favorite musical instrument? Is it the ultra -modern saxophone? Is it the kettle drum? Is it a Steinway grand? Are you interested in the restoration of the harp, which lost its place
as a thing of beauty in homes of culture
and is just being restored to its own? Does
a Stradivarius violin, played by a master
hand, raise you to heights of ecstasy?
Or are you modern of the moderns, and
do you boast as your latest accomplishment
that you can make Paul Whiteman sick
with envy when you draw your harmonica

out of your pocket?
"Modern of the moderns!" I hear you
say, with scorn. "Why. I played the harmonica when 1 was a barefoot boy back in
old Vermont. We culled it a mouth organ."
To he sure, this noble instrument has been
in demand for many years. Back in the
country when the town gallants gathered
at the general store to play checkers, or
swap yarns, there was always some nne
who could upset the checkerboard and get
the feet a- stamping as he played an old fashioned country reel. At a matter of
fact, 1 am convinced that Whittier's barefoot boy did not really whistle as he
sauntered along the country road
in the clear sunshine. but that
as he went he made the day
melodious with "Old Black
Joe" and "Abide With
Me." What city dweller
is there who does not
recall being late for an
appointment
because
some newsboy or hoot black had collected a
mob about him while
with eyes rolling, body
quivering, he intoned
"Rosy O'Grady" to
your intense delight,
while you were carried
back to the days of your
childhood?
But, behold ! the harmonica has come back
into its own. No longer
is it to be a novelty employed by rustic simplicity or street-corner
urchins. It has risen into
the ranks of accepted
musical instruments, and
is playing a definite and
important role in the musical life of America.
Its recent rise of fortune
may be directly attributed to
an enterprising New Jersey
principal, who hit upon the
idea of using the harmonica as
a means of developing interest
in music among his students. Most of us
recall with shudders the attempts made in
our grammar and high school careers to
instill in us a love of harmony. We had no
ear for music, we couldn't carry a tune,
and we were always off key. The teacher
blew a pitch-pipe at us and insisted that
the sound it had made was called "C." For
lack of defense we believed her and made
desperate attempts to imitate this vocally;
then we sang the song-at least that was
what they called it. We sang all the

By GOLDA M. GOLDMAN

to be dreaded on the part of all except the
few who were naturally gifted.
Now comes this New Jersey principal
who hit upon the idea of using harmonicas
to do what the singing lessons had failed
to do.
Ile called up M. IIohner, Inc., makers of
harmonicas, and asked them if they could
send some one to talk about this instrument
to an assembly. The vice president, Mr.
William J. Haussier, volunteered to give
the address. When he found himself confronting an audience of 3000 boys and
girls, he became so enthusiastic that he

branched out from the little historical talk
that he had planned, and, drawing his harmonica from his pocket, began to show
them how to play it. Recognizing the limitations of his verbal talk, he turned to the
blackboard and drew a great diagram
showing various positions on the harmonica. From this talk grew an instruction
book, written by Mr. Haussler, containing
charts, information and music. The report
of this innovation spread through the
country, and schools all over began to
form bands.
One of the most notable of these
bands is that at Junior High
School, No. 61, New York City.
The principal, Edward R. McGuire, started the urganization
about two years ago with a
group of fifty boys under the
direction of Mr. Aaron Keil.
Of course, this widespread
interest in the harmonica is
based upon the actual qualities of the instrument itself. Mr. Haussler says
of

it

"That educators
throughout the country are realizing the
educational signifi-

cance and almost unlimited possibilities of
the harmonica as a
musical instrument
is proved by the
fact that one school

after another is in-

Harrah Minevitch, world -famous harmonica virtouso, 'tow featured with Elsie
Janis in "Puzzles of 1925" at the Fulton
Theatre, New York
accepted hymns, such as "Nearer, My God,
to Thee" and "The Battle Hymn of the
Republic," and we also assisted in the
murder of other well -known compositions
such as "Sweet and Low" and Mendelssohn's Spring Song. We even attempted
to do them in parts.
The results were not usually all that
could be desired, and conscious of our own
limitations, the music period was a thing

troducing it into its
curriculum. In fact,
hundreds of schools
now have their own harmonica orchestras, and each
day the number increases.
The harmonica has truly
1,1
ascended the ladder of popularity and it is now held
up as a decisive factor in
the shaping of the lives
of the youth of the
land and inculcating a musical taste and
appreciation in young America which will
lead to a proper love of music. As a moral
force, and still further. as of great social
value, the harmonica is doing wonderful
work.
"Practically all children have a love for
music and every boy and girl has a natural
yearning to play the harmonica, for it affords inspiration. education, recreation,
happiness and musical accuracy. The harmonica is the only instrument of its kind
and size that gives perfect intonation with-
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knowledge of music. That is but one of
the reasons why musical authorities the
country over advocate its use wherever
boys and girls are found."
About the time that this great interest
in the harmonica began to develop, interest
in radio broadcast as a means of publicity
was also developed, and it occurred to Mr.
Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, who handles
the publicity of M. Hohner, Inc.. for the
Charles C. Green Advertising Agency, that
here was a medium made to order. Arrangements were made with Station WEAF
for a series of Friday evening recitals
which have become known as the "Hohner

Harmony Hour."
And is this a popular feature ?. Well,

rather! The hour is conducted as follows:
First, of course, comes the station announcement, that this hour has been en-

gaged by M. Hohner, Inc. The name
Hohner is not mentioned again in the
program until the closing announcement. A
typical opening announcement is as follows:
"The uplifting influence of music is
today more generally appreciated than ever
before. Its value and usefulness in education is recognized by leading authorities
who are utilizing it in their work among
the children of the public schools.
"Ey getting our boys and girls interested in music we automatically make
better citizens out of them. Rut
in order to arouse and hold their
interest, they must be encouraged
not only to listen to music, but to
make music.
"In order to stimulate interest
in good músic by teaching people
to play, a series of weekly harmonica programs and lessons are
being broadcast from this

Section of boys' Harmonica Band of
Junior High School Nu. 61, New York,
with Principal Edward R. McGuire
(left) and Arron H. Keil, director
(right), broadcasting as part of
the " Hohner Harmony Hoar" program from WRAF
out musical knowledge or ability
on the part of the performer.
"Consider the convenience of
its size. What other musical instrument can one carry around in
his pocket anywhere he may go,
always ready for the production of
melody? With the harmonica, when
a boy wants music, he simply takes it
from his pocket and plays. He does not
have to tune it. It is always in tune.
IIe can't make a mistake as to tone because
the tone of each reed is fixed.
"Played at the time of life when his
first musical ideas are being formed, he
may have no definite musical ear, no conception of musical values, but the harmonica indelibly registers on his mind tones
which are absolutely true. When, later in
life. he may take up the piano, violin,
cornet, trombone, or any other musical instrument in which he is interested, the
fundamental perfection of tone gained from
playing a harmonica will be of invaluable
aid to him.
"Then there is the ease with which he
can learn to play. A harmonica requires
a certain degree of skill before it can be
played well, but any boy can acquire it,
and it will be a genuine pleasure for him
to learn. There is none of the long, arduous
practice which is required for the learning
of other musical instruments.
"In a day or two he is adept at running the
scale, which is all he needs for the melody.
After that he develops his own ability to as
high a degree as he wishes. Regardless of
the ability of a person to carry a tune
vocally, by playing the harmonica according to directions he has the proper tone to
the last vibration.
"It should be remembered that the harmonica affords the simplest means of providing the fundamentals essential to a

station.
"These programs, known as the
'Hubner Harmony Hour,' are he-

ing conducted

Wakefield
Douglas
Coutlee, who is conducting the "Hohner
Harmony Hour" programs over Station
WRAF

Taking his weekly
harmonica l e s s o n
during the "Hohner
Harmony Hour" pro grams. Note the in-

struction

hooks

which the boy has
received tut a result
of his request addressed to the radio
station. The radio
set is a StrombergCarlson neutrodyne

,to tl,,,..,I
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-Stand

the "selectivity control" beside your set

How to Make the Couriterfiex Super-Selective
IONS on the Counterflex circuit
still pouring in. I thought I had
about cleaned up most of the important
questions in the February and April issues,
hut it seems there are still a few unsolved
problems in the minds of readers. I shall
try to solve these problems this month.
I have received a good many complaints
that the Counterflex is not selective enough.
These complaints come from readers who
live in districts surrounded by powerful
broadcasting stations. Interference is experienced when these local stations are
transmitting. I am asked to suggest some
methods for increasing the selectivity to
meet these conditions.
As I explained in a previous issue, it is
quite easy to make any set more selective.
The hard part is to work out some method
of increasing selectivity which does not
complicate the operation or decrease the
sensitiveness of thé set. You can add a
stage of tuned radio -frequency amplification. or you can tune the antenna circuit
and use loose coupling between the antenna
and secondary circuits. Either of these
methods will greatly increase selectivity
and audibility as well. but they complicate
the operation of the receiver and add matonally to its cost. If either of these
methods is used it is necessary to tune
three circuits, whereas the standard
Counterflex has only two tuning controls.
These methods, therefore, are not necessarily the most desirable.
Another effective way of increasing
the selectivity of a receiver is to decrease
the amount of energy impressed on the set
The Counterflex is
by incoming signals.
very selective when receiving distant stations, or even stations just a few miles
distant; it is the local stations which alone
cause interference. This is because the
energy impressed on the receiver by local
stations is very large as compared with the
energy impressed by more distant stations.
If the amount of energy impressed by local
stations could be reduced, interference
would be eliminated.
It is immediately evident, however, that
one cannot decrease the amount of energy
impressed by local stations without proportionately decreasing the audibility of
signals from distant stations. If, by using
a very short antenna, or by some other
means, a receiver is permanently adjusted
so that a comparatively small amount of
energy is impressed on the amplifying
circuits by the strong signals of local stations, distant signals will be very weak
indeed. This method of obtaining selecQUESTQUESTIONS

By KENNETH HARKNESS
Auo.Iate Editor of "Radio

In

the Horne"

tivity, however, can he effectively used if a
variable adjustment is provided to enable
the operator of the receiver to increase or
decrease the amount of received energy at
will and thus meet different requirements.
In Fig. 1 I show how to connect a
"selectivity" control of this type to the
Counterflex receiver. All you need is a
variable coupling condenser; the three plate Counterdon vernier condenser is ideal
for the purpose. You can mount this condenser on a small 7 inch by 5 inch panel
and stand it alongside your receiver as
suggested in Fig. 3. Hook it up as shown
in Fig. 1. Disconnect your antenna from
the primary of counterformer Tl" and connect it instead to one side of the coupling
condenser. Connect the opposite side of
this condenser to the grid of the reflex

tube.
Now, by varying the capacity of. the
coupling condenser, you can increase or
decrease the selectivity of your set to meet
whatever your requirements may be. The
selectivity of the Counterflex with this
simple control added is surprisingly good.
My laboratory is situated just a few blocks
from WEAF and I can roughly measure
the selectivity of any receiver by its
ability or inability to tune in
WJZ without in-

terference from
WEAF. Very few
sets are able to do
it. The Counter-

with this
coupling
condenser, is one
of the few. With
the coupling condenser a t i t s
minimum position I can tune
in W.I7, with excellent audibility
and with absolutely no interference
from
WEAF.
This condenser, I may explain, acts as a
capacity coupling
flex,

between the antenna circuit and the tuned
grid circuit, the antenna being untuned.
When the capacity is varied the coupling
between these two circuits is varied, thereby enabling the operator to control the
amount of energy transferred from the
antenna to the amplifying circuits.
Fig. 2 shows the complete three -tube
Countertlex circuit with this coupling con-

denser incorporated.
To use this system of controlling selectivity it is not necessary to change anything
in the standard Counterflex receiver except
to disconnect the antenna from the primary
of Counterformer Tl. All other connections remain unchanged. The primary of
Ti is no longer used, but it is not absolutely
necessary that this winding be removed.
if it is allowed to remain the receiver will
operate in very much the same manner as
it did before the coupling condenser was
added, except that the selectivity will be
enormously increased. On the other band,
if the primary of Ti is removed, the resistance of the tuned grid circuit is reduced.
This, of course, is an advantage, but it may
throw the set off balance. If you remove
the primary of Tl you may have to decrease the capacity of the fixed condenser
across the secondary of the reflex audio transformer, or remove this condenser altogether, the object being to restore the re-e

F160

\I

added

-

Fig. 1
Selectivity control for
the Counterflex

Antenna
Coupl i

Condenser
P/a e

c7o Grid of
Reflex Tube
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ceiver to its balanced state. In this con- Fig. 4 -An extra
nection, see my article in the April issue.
coil eliminates
With this coupling condenser to con- power line interference
trol the amount of energy transferred from
the antenna to the tuned grid circuit you
need not be afraid to use a high, long an- secondary of
rmer
tenna with the Counterflex. You can safely Counterfo
Tl.
use an antenna 125 feet long, erected as
And now, I
high as possible. Decreasing the capacity hope the problem
of the coupling condenser has the same of interference is
effect on selectivity as decreasing the solved forever..
length of your antenna.
The next
In operating this system it will be
is
"audiofrequency
noticed that variation of the coupling condenser changes the tuning of the first hum." Many
Counterformer, and also necessitates ad- readers have told
me that their sets
justment of the Counterdon.
forth p
It is not necessary, however, to adjust give
steady hum,
the coupling condenser continually. A which is especialvalue of coupling which provides the degree ly noticeable
of selectivity your average conditions when the Counnecessitate can easily be determined. The terdon is at. its
coupling condenser should then be left in maximum posithis position and should only be changed tion. From the
when some unusual condition necessitates description of the
greater selectivity.
symptoms, it apFor instance, at my location and with pears that this
my antenna, which is about 125 feet long, hum is not the
14et the coupling condenser at about 50, audio frequency oscillations which are set
ar,i this gives me the correct degree of up when the circuits are also oscillating at
selectivity under average conditions. How- radio -frequency. This hum is present when
ever, if I want to tune in WJZ when the circuits are not oscillating at radio WEAF is transmitting, I have to turn the frequency and can be produced by incoupling condenser to zero, thereby greatly creasing the capacity of the Counterdon.
increasing the selectivity of my receiver to
My experiments show that this hum is
meet this unusual condition.
only produced when the audio- frequency
The great advantage of this method of transformers are wrongly connected in the
controlling selectivity is its simplicity. As circuit. In my diagrams I have been showcan be seen, very few changes are required ing the terminals of the audio- frequency
to incorporate the system in a standard transformers as "P," "G," etc. Readers
Counterflex. Just one inexpensive con
have wired their sets in accordance with
denser is required and the operation of the these markings and yet have experienced
receiver is not complicated in the least.
this objectionable hum. This is unfortunContrary to what one might expect, ately due to the lack of standardization in
In
the average audibility is not decreased.
transformer markings. Some manufacfact, since a long antenna can be used, the turers mark the inside or beginning of the
audibility is, in many cases, considerably primary coil of an audio- frequency transincreased. Only unusual conditions. such former as "13 plus" and the outside or end
as I have described. necessitate extremely of the primary coil as "P." Other manzzfacloose coupling between t h e antenna a n d the
tuned grid circuit with consequent slight reduction in audibility.
If,
adopting t h i s
method of obtaining selcctiviity, your set develops a tendency
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problem

-

upon

to pick up interference f r o m

electric

light
other

lines or
sources, t h e s e
noises can be

eliminated

by

connecting an inductance coil between t h e an-

tenna

and

ground, us shown
in Fig. 4.
The
exact value of the
inductance coil is
not important. It
should have approximately the
same value of inductance as the

turers reverse these markings. Until some
standard can be agreed upon and adhered
tu, therefore, the radio constructor should
examine his audio -frequency transformers

before connecting them in any circuit.
Otherwise. howling may be caused by a
primary coil which is wrongly connected
inside the transformer, even though the
nzarkingzi on the terminals correspond
with the circuit diagram.
In Fig. 2 I show how the audio-frequency transformers should be connected
in the Counterflex circuit.
In place of
the usual markings I show the primary
terminals of each transformer as Pl and
P2, the secondary terminals as S1 and S2.
Pi represents the beginning of the primary coil, on the inside, next to the iron
core. P2 represents the end of the primary coil. SI is the beginning of the
secondary c o i l
and S2 the end,
the latter being
the outside lead
of the transformer. If the audio frequency transformers are connected in the
Counterflex circuit in this way,
no

audio -fre-

quency hum will
be experienced.

It will be noticed that Fig. 2
also shows how
the primary and
secondary of
Co un

terformer

T2 are connected
in the circuit. In
this e a s e, terminal P1 is the

beginning or lefthand lead of the
primary coil and
P2 the end. Similarly, Si is the
beginning of the
secondary on the
left -hand side and
,(nnonn «1 on Page I?)
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lay,

Semi-Toroid Coils lake
Set

a Corking Good
IN OUR issue
of

192:;

The whole layout makes a
neat and symmetrical s e t.
This ix a view
looking d ow n
from the rear

March,

1924, we printed
an article on

"The Multiflex
Tuned Plate Rewritten
flex,"
by Edward A.
Schleuter a n d
Stuart Rogers,
of Fresno, Calif.
This set proved
to be one of the
most popular
that we gave
last season. It
Rerformed very satisfactorily for those
who built it, and it seemed to present little
difficulty in assembly or construction.
Two months ago, we received at Station
3XP a completed five-tube set sent to us
by E. J. Gearhart, of Gearhart- Scheuter
Radio Corporation of Fresno, Calif., with
a letter asking us to put the set through all
kind of tests which we could think of, and
claiming that it was far better than their
original Multiflex. Mr. Gearhart said that
if this set did not bring in a California
station from our laboratory at Delanco,
N. J., I was to huy myself the best lunch
that I could possibly find and send him the
bill. Now it is extremely rare for us to
get California at Delanco. Conditions at
our laboratory are not even normally good,
due to absorption of surrounding buildings
and trees, and I think we have had Pacific

and the

radio
of

sections

newspapers

about "toroidal" coils. Perhaps you have
wondered what
a toroidal coil
is and why it is. If you will imagine taking
an automobile tire in one hand and a spool
of wire in the other and winding the wire
around the automobile tire until you come
to the place of beginning, you will, in imagination, have constructed a toroidal coil.
It is u coil wound around a ring.
As to the "why" of the toroidal coil,
you need go back only a year or two to
remember the difficulty we encountered
when we first tried to use two stages of
radio-frequency amplification. We found
that it was almost impossible to control
the whistling that was due to what we
call "feed- back."
This feed -back was
blamed upon the condenser effect of the
elements inside of the tubes, but it was not
long before most of us were convinced that
this was only a small part of the reason
and that much of the effect was caused by

.-

By HENRY M. NEELY
Coast stations only twice before we received this set.
The new set which Mr. Gearhart sent us
had been on our test table only a few nights
when I was compelled to write him that
the lunch was on me because. while I wrote,
Station KFI was booming in on the loudspeaker strong enough to be heard all over
the room. We have received KFI two or
three times a week on this same set ever

since.

So far as the circuit itself is concerned,
there is nothing new, and Mr. Gearhart
does not claim any novelty. What he has
developed is the new form of coil which is
shown here in the pictures. You have all
seen a great deal in the radio magazines

How to Make the Quadra f ormer Receiver
By E. J. GEARHART, of

NON -OSCILLATING tuned radio -frequency

GearhartSehlurter Radio Corporation

Taking this theory for granted, most radio engineers,
tion does not radiate.
realizing that only a differently designed tube could corFor that one reason, if there were no others, it is
rect this difficulty. spent their efforts in designing ways
far superior to the regenerative system.
and means to damp out these oscillations.
Despite what others have written, when properly
Potentiometers, resistances, absorbing coils, so-called
resigned it is also far more sen"neutralizing condensers" and
sitive and selective. Please note
other methods were adopted with
that I say when properly designed.
more or less success, but every one
Permission is granted to the readers of
The big drawback to efficient
"Rodio in the Home" to uxe These circuits,
of these methods suppressed a
diagrams and instructtons for experimental
tuned radio-frequency has always
great deal of energy in order to
use only.
All the imp,nrement, described
been the internal noises generated,
stop the undesired attributes. In
by Mr. Gearhart in this, and succeeding
due to the disturbing self-oscillaother words, such methods proarticles, arc being protected by patents
tions originating in the circuit.
duced losses in themselves.
pending.
Their u Sr willu"J authority
would constitute infringement.
This was true also of circuits
Mr. Edward A. Schlueter and
using the fixed radio -frequency
myself did not believe that tube
transformers, so popular a year
capacity was the real cause of the
ago.
self-oscillations originating in the amplifier. We found, us
These self -oscillations were supposed to have been
nave other recent investigators also, that it was caused
instead of electromagnetic feedback between the various
caused by electrostatic feedback through the minute
capacity existing between the plate and grid of the
circuits in the set.
vacuum tube itself.
Electrostatic couping in the
(l'oettaaed an 1an t/)
amplifica-
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straying magnetic fields about various
pieces of apparatus in the set.

This feed -back whistle was the cause of
the neutrodyne scheme for balancing it out.
It also gave rise to the potentiometer
method of control.
In the neutrodyne, a small condenser
is connected across two circuits in such a
way that the tendency to feed back through
the tube capacity
is countera e t e d
and killed by the

RADIO IN THE HOME
at right angle to each other. and the tendency is for these four coils to keep the
magnetic field going around in a circle much
as it would do if the form were truly
toroidal.
We have found this set to be about as
easy to hook up as anything we have ever
tried. it is virtually fool -proof and any
one with even a rudimentary knowledge of

neutralizing condenser or neutro-

In the potentiometer method the grid returns of the first
t w o radio - frequency tubes are
connected to the
movable arm and
the two outside
connections of the
potentiometer are
wired to plus and minus on the "A" battery.
Then swinging the movable arm from one
side to the other places either a positive or
negative. bins On the grids of those first
two tubes and this controls the tendency to
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various points of construction. For the
present we are giving here the regular
3XP-style wire -ups of the Quadraformer
receiver with the Daven unit. it seems to
me that the diagrams and the check -up
list are so very complete in themselves that
no further article is necessary. Mr. Gearhart is printing herewith an article about
the theory of the new Quadraformer coila
and his instructions for making
them. Personally,
I
would advise
that you buy these

dons.

oscillate.
These methods were made necessary because the ordinary form of coil wound upon
u cylindrical piece of tubing creates a very
widespread magnetic field all around it,
and this field, clashing with the fields of
other parts of apparatus, starts the tubes
oscillating. Recent experiments have had
for their object the development of some
form of coil which would not have these
widespread magnetic fields. In other words,
we wanted a coil. which had an equal
amount of inductance, but which would confine its magnetic field very closely to itself.
Very many different types of coils have
been developed for this purpose, but greatest efficiency seems to have been attained
by means of the toroidal form of coil. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to wind this

form by machinery. Two or three manufacturers have recently developed methods
for doing this, but the amateur finds it
almost impossible. \That Mr. Gearhart and
his partner have done in this new set is to
develop a semi- toroidal form of coil. That
is, instead of having the winding of the
wire go continuously about a ring, they
have placed four small coils in series, set

coils

unless

you

radio

work.

In-

are quite expert in

structions f o r
making coils of
this kind sound

Front view of panel showing the neat way
in which the vernier dials and rheostats arc
mounted

how to hook up a radio set ought to be able
to put this five-tube outfit together and get
the sanie results we have had with it.
After using Mr. Gearhart's completed
set, we wired him for a set of the coils and

put the circuit together ourselves, using the
Daven Superamplifier, with three steps of
resistance -coupled audio -frequency amplification. We found that this combination
gave a set which ought to satisfy anybody
for pure quality of tone. distance, volume,
ease of assembling and all- around efficiency.
Wired up in this way, you have a six -tube
set.
In this month's article we are showing
the set hooked up to this Daven unit. I am
firmly convinced that this unit, just as it
comes from the factory, is worth the difference in price between it and the parts
necessary to build it. We have been un-

Rear view of panel showing apparatus to
he mounted before wiring
able to build a resistance-coupled amplifier
which was as good as the factory -mode unit.
Next month we will show this same
circuit connected to the regular audio-frequency transformer outfit. Mr. Gearhart
will also have an article next month on

simple enough, but
I can assure the
novice that he is
going to run into
some trouble before he gets done if he tries to wind them
himself. The average experienced amateur
can get away with it, but I think the novice
would much better buy his coils complete.
Mr. Gearhart's article speaks for itself.
1 have told what we have been able to do
with this set and so nothing is necessary
now but the printing of the diagrams and
the check -up list which follows:
List of Parts:
1 7x24x3/16 panel.
1 91/2x23x3/4 baseboard.
No. 1
103 Carter jack.
condenser.
No. 2
.0005 mf. Cardwell variable.
No. 3-1 Quadracnil.
No. 4
10 -ohm. rheostat ( Pacent).
No. 5
.0005 mf. Cardwell variable
condenser.
No. 6-1 Quadracoil.
No. 7
30-ohm Pacent rheostat.
No. 8-1 .0005 mf. Cardwell condenser.

-1
-1
-1
-1

Nu.

-1
9-1

No. 10
No. 11

-1
-1

No. 12-1
No. 13

-1

No. 14
No.

-1

15-1

No. 3

Carter jack switch.

IA Amperite and mount.
.002 mf. Micadon fixed condenser.
General Radio standard sockets.
.0006 mf. Micadon fixed condenser in Daven condenser
mount.
5 meg. Daven grid leak and
amount.
General Radio standard socket.
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16-1
17-1
18-1
19-1

General Radio standard socket.
lA Amperite and mount.
Quadracoil (aerial).
Binding post strip with 4 Eby
posts.
No. 20-1 Daven Super -amplifier.
No. 21-1 Binding post strip with 4 Eby
posts.
Diagram No. 2
Wire No. -from Al on coil base No.
18 to bottom blade jack switch No. 9.
Wire No. 2-from A2 on coil base No.
18 to top blade of jack switch No. 9.
Wire No. 3-from aerial binding post
on binding post block No. 21 to center
blade of jack switch No. 9.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

Arrangement of apparatus just as we laid

them out on the set
Wire No. 4-from +F' on socket No. 12
to +1g' on socket No. 15 and on to +F on
socket No. 16.
Wire No. 5 -from ground binding post
on binding post block No. 21 to A binding
post on block No. 21. Then to nearest
point on wire No. 4.
Wire No. 6-from +A on Daven amplifier No. 20 to nearest point on wire No. 4.
Wire No. 7 -from
binding post on

-B

Below is the panel layout for the Quadraformer with resistance coupled amplifier.
The panel is 7x24x3-16 Celeron
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strip No.

19 to nearest point on wire No. 4.
Wire No. 8 from -A binding post on
block No. 21 to top blade of jack No. 1.
Wire No. 9-from next to top blade of
jack No. 1 to front of amperite No. 10 and
on to front of amperite No. 17.
Wire No. 10-from center connection
of rheostat No. 4 to nearest point on wire
No. 9.
Wire No. 11 -from center connection of
rheostat No. 7 to nearest point on wire
No. 9.
Wire No. 12 -from rear of amperite
No. 10 to
of tube socket No. 12.
Wire No. 13 -from lower binding post
of rheostat No. 4 to
binding post of

-F

-A
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Quadi'aPrmPr Receiver
Doyen super -amplifier No. 20.
Wire No. 14 -from lower binding post
of rheostat No. 7 to
connection of tube
socket No. 15.
Wire No. 15---from rear connection of
amperite No. 17 to
of socket No. 16.
Diagram No. 3
Wire No. 16-from grid connection of
socket No. 16 to grid connection of coil
Nu. 18 and to stator plates of variable con-

The schematic diagram of the new
Q uadraf o rmer

-F
-F

Wire No. 18 -from G connection of
socket No. 15 to stator plates of variable
5 and to G connection of

condenser No.

coil No. 6.
Wire No. 19 from --F of socket No.
15 to rotor plates of variable condenser No.
5 and to F on coil No. 6.
Wire No. 20 -from grid connection of
socket No. 12 to one side of grid condenser

denser No. 8.
Wire No. 17-from
of socket No. 16
to F on coil No. 18 and to rotor plates of
variable condenser No. 8.

-F

Filament, Aerial and Ground Wires

No. 13 and grid leak No. 14.
Wire No. 21 -from other aide of grid
leak No. 14 and condenser No. 13 to stationary plates of variable condenser No. 2
and to G of coil No. 3.
Wire No. 22 -from +F of socket No.
12 to rotor plate9 of variable condenser
No. 2 and to F of coil No. 3
Wire No. 23 -from +F of socket No. 12
to front of fixed condenser No. 11.
Diagram No. 4
Wire No. 24 -from P connection on
socket No. 16 to P connection on coil Nu. 6.
Wire No. 25 -from P connection on
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socket No. 15 to P connection on coil No. 3.
Wire No. 26 -from B binding post on
coil No. 6 to B binding post on coil No. 3
and on to the +B 90 -volt binding post on

strip No.
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itself, although it can cause distortion. The
use of modern low -loss condensers entirely
removes any trouble from this source.
Knowing the cause, we determined to
eliminate it entirely, instead of merely suppressing it, as others had done. Coils can
be made of low voltage amplification and
carefully placed so that their fields do not
clash, but that also reduces the possible
efficiency greatly.
We wanted high grid voltage with no
coupling between coils. That meant designing a coil with no external magnetic field.
For if there were no external fields there
certainly could be no coupling.
Consider the ordinary tuned radio -frequency transformer in Fig. 1, Page 34.

19.

Wire No. 27 -from plate of socket No.
plate input terminal of Daven superamplifier No. 20.
Wire No. 28- -from B input terminal
of Daven super -amplifier No. 20 to +60volt B binding post on strip No. 19.
Wire No. 29 -from plate connection
of s(wket No. 12 to rear of fixed condenser
12 to

No. 11.

Wire No. 30-from +B 140-volt binding
post on strip No. 19 to +B binding post of
Daven super -amplifier No. 20.

that the magnetic lines of force are thrown
off by one pole of the coil and are attracted
by and return to the opposite pole. Naturally, since we are dealing with alternating
current this polarity is constantly reversing itself rapidly, but at any given instant
the statement just made is true.
It was with this law in mind that we
set out to design a coil that would have no
external and no stray fields.

The design shown, in simplified form,
Fig. 2 (and fully covered by patents
pending) is the result of many experiments.
Four small coils, connected in series and
arranged as shown, form the secondary of
the transformer. A is the beginning of the
winding and B its end. All four coils, at a
in

No.3

p

í1

I
0

Wire No. 31 -from nearest point on
wire No. 26 to bottom blade of jack switch
No. 1.

Wire No. 32 -from P output binding
post on Daven super -amplifier No. 20 to
next to bottom blade of jack No. 1.

How to Make the New

Quadraformer Receiver
(Continued From Pate :0)

wiring layout and the condensers is partly
to blame, but it is not nearly as important
as the electromagnetic coupling between
the coils of the set. If the electrostatic
coupling is entirely removed, electro- static
coupling does not cause self -oscillations in

'
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Grid ami Grid Return. Wires
Assume that the transformer is in a

radio -frequency amplifier and tuned to
resonance.
At a given instant, most of the magnetic
flux flows as is roughly shown by the lines
A, B and Al, B1, the density and extent of
the field being determined by the electromotive force (EMF) flowing in the coils.
Other portions of this magnetic flux stray
off as at C and Cl and cause what is known

as "end losses."
It is the clashing of these electromagnetic fields about the various instruments in a set that causes distortion and
the radio -frequency self -oscillations. Note

0

given instant, are 'n pclarity. Each coil
attracts the magnetic lines of force of the
coil next to it, and much like a dog chasing
his own tail, produces a continuous flow of
magnetic flux inside the coils, with a minimum amount of leakage and no end losses.
By simply adding a properly designed
primary winding of the same style, as
shown in the wiring diagram in Fig. 3, we
have a radio- frequency transformer that
when used in a tuned radio-frequency
amplifier completely eliminates all internal
noises in the set, instead of merely offsetting them. It does away with all complicated devices heretofore thought .)ecessary.
All of the radio energy is utilized in developing the true signal. Speech and music
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come in with rich sweet tones and with a
volume that is surprising to the most

hardened experimenter.
Except for three transformers, standard
equipment is used throughout in the construction of this remarkably different receiving set.
The transformers, known commercially
as Quadrofurmers, may be purchased in
matched sets of three, but for the man who
likes to "roll his own" the following directions, if carefully followed, will result in a
set of transformers equal in most respects
to the factory product.
The four little coils that make up each
transformer could be wound on separate
bakelite tubes, but this would introduce unnecessary dielectric losses into the circuit.

So I will describe a method to make them in
real low -loss style, with no dielectric in the
fields of the coils at all.
This will require a special little winding
machine that is easily made at home.
You will need a mandrill of wood 11/e
inches in diameter, 61/2 inches long, hexagon shaped. (See Fig. 4). Drill a I/4 -inch
hole in the exact center of one end. Procure a one-foot length of i4 -inch brass
rod. Bend this at one end to form a crank

handle. Get two standard iron angles 1/8 x
Screw
1/2 x 21/2 x 21/2 for the standards.
the angles down on a baseboard, about four
inches apart, and in line. Insert the brass
handle through the two top holes of the
brackets and slide the wooden mandrill
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onto its end. Make the mandrill fit snugly,
by shimming, if necessary.
Bend one layer of very thin sheet steel
(shim steel is just the thing and can be purchased at any auto supply house) around
the mandrill and fasten with a rubber band
at each end.
Procure a ten -cent roll of quarter -inch
photo mending tape. Place a strip of the
tape 11/2 inches long on one face of the
w,inding form at the extreme right, gummed
side up. Starting about a quarter of an
inch from the end of the tape wind on 29
turns of No. 21 DCC magnet wire. Dope
coil lightly with pure collodion and let dry.
Bend wire to left, and starting 1/4 inch
from the end of coil No. 1, wind coil No. 2
in the same manner, tape and all. Dope

Plate and "B" Battery Wirex
end dry. In the same way make coils No.
3 and No. 4. This completes the winding
of the secondary coils.
At the end of coil No. 1 wind one turn
of string for a spacer and tie, cutting off
closely at knot. Then wind three turns of
No. 21 DCC wire, dope with collodian and
dry. Now turn up ends of binding tape.
bend over coil and fasten down, thus binding the complete coil. Bend the wire running down, thus binding the primary coil
of No. 1 over to the end of coil No. 2, first
putting on the spacer string, and wind
three turns for the primary of coil No. 2.
Finish coil No. 2 as you did No. 1. In the
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same way wind the primaries of No. 3 and
No. 4 and finish the coils.
Be sure to
leave five or six inches of wire at the beginning and end of the series of secondary and
primary coils for connecting leads of the

transformer.

The steel form can now be slipped off
the wooden, mandrill and by bending it in,
the windings can be slipped off.
Complete another transformer winding
exactly like the first.
These two, when mounted, will be the
second and third transformers in the set.
To make the aerial and ground coupler,
wind a series of coils in the same manner,
leaving off the primary coils, as we will
use conductive coupling in our completed
set. Tap the center of the first coil. To

mount the coils you will need three little
hardwood blocks 1% inches square and ?
inches long, three little squares of bakelite
or hard rubber 2 inches by 21/4 inches,
drilled as shown in Fig. 5, and three strips
21/4 inches by 1/2 inch, also drilled as shown.
machine screws, nuts and lugs for terminals, and a few strips of photo -mending
tape.
Mount each transformer as follows:
Bend the coils around the block of wood, so
that each coil of the four making up the
transformer is at right angles to the adjacent coils. Bind securely to the block
with a strip of the photo -mending tape.
Prepare the base and clamping strip of
bakelite or hard
(,,,,,,,,r,, ,,,, ,,.« 55)
,
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In the Air
to --

On theAir
G

By MARY GRAY REED
OF COURSE any one who is going to run
a radio station should be thoroughly
familiar with "taking the air." That is

probably why Rriinn and Blythe, the inseparable and, to roe. almost indistinguishable
pair at the Red Trolley Broadcasting Station WEBJ, were as much at home in the
studio in the first week as veteran managers and announcers are after a year of
experience.
It is not that the two men are similar
in physical appearance which makes them
su hard to tell apart, for Richard R. Blythe
is much the taller and brawnier of the two.
In manner, however, there is a strong similarity. The prevalent atmosphere at WEBJ
is that of a home, and one is inclined to feel
that one is being cordially welcomed by the
two sons of the house. It is through experience, however, that they really became
blended and fused into one person, for their
Above- Captain H. A. Bruno, program director interests and their tastes and their ex- Above -- Captain Richard R. Blythe, assistant
and chief announcer ut WEBJ of the Third Ave- periences have been almost
program director and announcer of Station WEBJ
parallel.
nue Railway System, New York City
Photo ICI Stafford dteesnn
Bruno grew up in Montclair, New JerBelow- Garrow T. Geer, secretary of the Third
while
sey,
Blythe was raised in British Below -Jimmie Clarke and His White Way EnAvenue Railway System and executive director
tertainers are heard once a month from WEBJ
of WEB/
Columbia. so that their antecedents are
quite different. Yet in the wilds of the
Saskatchewan country and in the midst of
civilized New Jersey the two boys found
a similar hobby in their love for airplanes.
When young Bruno was only 17 he
built and flew the world's smallest airplane. These flights took place at Montclair, New Jersey, and the recognition of
their inventiveness made young Bruno a
member of the United States Aeronautical
Reserve, the members of which included
such well -known men as Wilbur and Orville Wright and Glenn H. Curtiss. It was
necessary for a special ruling to be made
by officials of the reserve before he could
be admitted. due to the fact that he was
only 17.
This was at a time when aviation was
in its infancy. and in 1912 his parents ohjected to his experimenting along these
lines any more. Then his thoughts turned
to wireless, and while still at high school
he had one of the first amateur wireless
stations in the country and formed a corn pany to sell wireless receiving sets to other
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amateurs. When the war broke out, he returned to his first love
and eagerly enlisted in the British Royal Flying Corps then
being formed in Canada.
Meanwhile Blythe's father had discovered gold in a large
sand and gravel pit and moved to Victoria, B. C. This tremendous
piece of good luck meant that the family had sufficient money tc
allow young Blythe to play with his hobby of airplanes.
His first practically successful motorless glider
was finished and made trial flights from the hill
at Beacon Hill Park. Victoria. Blythe's
interest in this was interrupted by the
outbreak of the war and he enlisted
in the Fiftieth Gordon Highlanders in
1915.
After a year of active
service, he was sent to Southern
California to recuperate. Quiet
life did not appeal to hint and
he became by turns movie
act o r, commercial airplane
builder and cross -continent
motorcyclist. This last adventure terminated in his
becoming mixed up with the
Mexican bandits and the
Pershing Expedition and
four wound scars testify
that he found plenty of excitement here. Eventually

/

he found his way back to
Canada and in August 1918.
he too joined the Royal Air
Force. This is where the
histories become definitely
joined. From this time on both

became writers and lecturers
on subjects relating to aviation
and together they made the first
circumnavigation of the Great
Lakes in a flying boat. Both were
working with important aeronautic
boats, Bruno having become chairman of
the Association of Aeronautic Executives,
his earnest pioneer work having merited a letter
of commendation from President Harding, while
Blythe had been vice president of the Acro Marine
Companies.
In 1923 they formed a partnership for the
purpose of handling advertising publicity for
aeronautical and other clients.
So at the age of thirty, with a lifetime of
thrills and achievements at each of their backs,
they have once more become partners in the
management of the broadcasting station of
the Third Avenue Railroad systems of New
York, and to cap the climax, they both wear
Royal Flying Corps neckties and have small
mustaches and both boast in a real foolhardy manner of the fact that they are single.
How could any young woman interviewer
hope to keep them uncnnfused in her bewildered and impressed mind? Now for Station WEBJ itself. This is the first partly
equipped radio broadcasting
station to be owned and operated by a street railway company. It is located on the roof
of the executive offices and
trolley barns at 30th street
and 3d avenue. It was entirely constructed by members
of the electrical station and
under the supervision of
Henrietta Turner, the ukulele
W. J. Quinn, chief electrical
WEBJ
engineer manager of the company. One of the most amazing facts about it is that it was constructed in two months.
The executive director of the station is Garrow T. Geer, who
is also secretary of the Third Avenue Railroad Company. Mr. Geer
is a native of Oyster Bay, I,ong Island, and is a newspaper and
railroad man of long experience. He was on the staff of the New
York Times for two years, in which capacity he traveled to California and New Mexico. On his return east, he became editor
of the B. R. T. monthly. This concern went into receivership and
Geer became secretary to Lindley M. Garrison, the receiver, until
three year's ago, he became associated with the Third Avenue
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R. R. system as executive of the company. He has always been
interested in radio, and when the question of operating a broad-

casting station came up, he was one of the first to indorse the
idea. The station is still young and its policy is still developing,
but Mr. Geer has a number of ideas for making it a center of
usefulness to the community.
Originally the s le idea of the station was to give amusement to the company's own employes and to the
resident$ in the territory which is served almost
exclusively by the Third Avenue Railway
system. This includes the borough of

Bronx and the Westchester counties of
New York State. The desire is to
present not only amusement of a
high type, but also industrial features that would be of value to
these people, possibly in conjunction with local boards of
trade and chambers of commerce. Some of the regular

entertainers

who

appear

most often on the WEBJ
programs are already well
known.
One of these is Jimmy
Clarke, a bersatile young
man connected with the
music publishing house of
Irving Berlin. He has introduced through Staa
tion WEBJ
new broadcasting
feature, consisting of an international review presented by artists
from many countries. This review
is an exclusive feature at WEBJ,
although he, himself, does appear
at other radio stations.
Jimmy Clarke appears regularly at
WEBJ with his White Way entertainers.
He, himself, is a wizard at syncopation on the
piano. His review mostly includes anywhere
from five to a dozen well -known Broadway
favorites, such as "The Kaufman Brothers,"
"Hope Vernon," and the eight Vodka
singers, who are now being presented by
Ed Wynn at his "Grab -Bag Review."
I always think that the listeners -in who
can't see the broadcasters, particularly
the attractive girls who do their bit in
the studios, are missing a great deal.
WEBJ is fortunate in having as a frequent
visitor IIenryetta Turner. a young lady of
extraordinary accomplishments. She is popularly
known as the "Ukulele Girl" because of her sweet voice
and ukulele accompaniments, although she also plays
the piano remarkably well.
Her favorite purpose in life is to succeed in the
business world, where by day she is connected in an
executive capacity with a large Fifth Avenue dress
concern. Her evening ate not spent
in idle pursuit of amusements.
On
the contrary', when she is not broadcasting at the Red Trolley barns, she
is taking ukulele or advanced vocal
lessons.
If we had not published the accompanying picture of Miss Turner, we
could have sprung a nice little surprise
on you by adding that she is a hoola
girl, another feature at
dancer of such note that she has been
called "Ned Wayburn's Star Pupil."
This picture was not at all her idea of
how she should be introduced to her radio audiences, but I think
it is much too good to be missed.
In order that the boys may gain as much worthwhile knowledge as the girls, I may add that Bruno and Blythe are not the
only unmarried members of the WEB.' broadcasting corporation,
for Miss Turner's heart is also fancy free.
Some day, when we are able to have radio transmission of
vision as well as of sound, I think perhaps Miss Turner will be
even more popular than she is now.
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Fig. 2- Placed across the
tube filament, the voltmeter
indicates the voltage being
applied to the tube. This

Fig. 1 -The filament circuit
includes the "A" battery,
tube filament and rheostat.
Current leaves at ,the positive battery terminal, traverses the circuit and returns at the battery's negative post.. What voltage is
the tube getting?

voltage should not be over
the specified figure for the
tube in question

drawn more or less into it
by the magnetic. action of
current passing through the
coil. Such an instrument
often takes nearly as much
"juice" to operate it as an
amplifier tube itself, so that
it is utterly useless for such
measurements.
One of the most convenient forms of voltmeter for
work is a combination
radio
and
voltage
between
the
battery
Fig. .1-The difference
instrument having two
the tube voltage is found across the rheostat. Simple calOne is graduated
scales.
culations based on these measurements tell all about the
from zero to about sixty
filament circuit
measurements.
volts for the measurement
A meter for measuring
of "B" batteries, while the
the current flow (ammeter)
other scale, brought into use
Sometimes
is not essential.
by depressing a but to n,
a radio man will have a "mil shows voltage readings beliammeter," or ammeter
tween zero and six, for the
graduated in thousandths of
filament batteries. The meter
an ampere, for measuring
illustrated is of this charthe plate current delivered
acter.
In
genbatteries.
by the "B"
To comprehend fully the
eral, however, this is superbalance of voltage in a radio
fluous.
circuit, we should underWhere a storage battery
stand something about the
By BRAINARD FOOTE
is used, the hydrometer is
in it. Let us consider the
of
current
flow
sufficient to keep watch on its condition of
filament circuit, for example.
charge or discharge, and the voltmeter is
for
deIn Fig. 1 we find a pictorial filament
then valuable chiefly for the "B" batteries. however, the voltmeter is to be used voltage
circuit. In it are the tube in its socket, the
In such case, the voltmeter need not be an termining the correctness of the
instrument. applied to the tube filaments, the higher - rheostat and the "A"
expensive
Cheap voltmeters draw grade type of instrument should he chosen. battery. The case illusmore expensive voltmeters operate on trated is that of a UVquite an appreciable The
amount of current and different principles and do not demand an 199 or C299 tube, with
should, therefore, not be appreciable amount of current to actuate a 50 -ohm rheostat and a
left connected to bat- them. There is a large permanent horse- 41/2-volt "A" battery. Let
teries for any length of shoe magnet within the case and a delicate- us adopt the old theory
time. A momentary con- ly balanced coil of hair -like wire through that current flows from
nection is enough to which a slight amount of current passes positive to negative, the
from the battery on test. There is a mag- left -hand terminal of the
register the voltage.
For testing dry cells netic reaction between the coil and the battery illustrated being
magnet which deflects the pointer.
lightfilament
Current
for
used
the positive.
The cheaper voltmeters merely involve travels from this post to
ing, a cheap voltmeter is
wire
with
iron
plunger
an
coil
heavier
of
a l s o satisfactory. If, a
(Contlnned on Pace 45)

ONE of the most useful
accessory articles which
the radio set owner can
possess is a voltmeter. With
that, and a good hydrometer, he is completely
equipped to keep tab on both
his filament and plate batteries. If he uses dry cells
for lighting the tubes and
has no storage battery, the
hydrometer is not needed
and the voltmeter alone suffices for all the necessary

AmIUsin the

Corre ctVoltage7
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WWJ"
-a

Radio with the Detroit News is a tradition
tradi
ton based upon more than a quancr of a century o1
experimental work inaugurued by the late James E.
&rippe, founder of the News itself.
The News began broadcasting away back in September
1920. Today Radio the world over, admires W W J
for the clear. even, mechanical perfection of its message.
And the Detroit News Orchestra is everywhere an
accepted uandard of sound, musical excellence. Hear it.
at its very heu. through The Superapeaker.

CC

COAST to Coast on the
Loudspeaker" is your ultimate hope from a modern
Radio Set.
But this is i oo%o performance
and needs the t00% loudspeaker -The Jewett Super speaker, nothing less!
The throat is as straight as an organ
pipe. No extra batteries are needed.

Compare

It- You'll Buy

Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co.
5682 Telegraph Road

Pontiac. Michigan

67h'c?

Superspeaker
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corner in Dr.
Wadsworth's Dental
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.
A

She New World
HOWEVER marvelous radio may be to
the rest of us. it has created a new
heaven and a new earth for the shut-ins,
and in the case of Radio Doc, of Pasadena,
Calif., it has opened the door of misfortune
and something very close to actual want
and led him back to usefulness, a place in
the busy world and financial success.
And one of the pleasantest things about
this fact is that it is the fruit of his appreciation of the work of the artists and announcers whom he heard on his first little
set, and his urge to tell them what they
were doing to brighten his hours and stimulate his mind.
Although, almost absolutely helpless,
he could just manage to use one hand to
write, but by patience and labor he contrived to put his thanks on paper.
Letters composed under such circumstances could not fail to be well thought
out and reflect the writer's humorous outlook upon life.
And he gave back something besides
thanks and that was real help, for in the
days when radio was even younger than
it is now, many stations were glad to get
data concerning the reception of the programs, and glad to have Radio Doc pitch
in and help with his cheerful letters and
constructive criticisms.
One of the things he did was to prevail
upon Uncle John, of KHJ, the Los Angeles
Times, to allow the audience present during
the broadcasting of his programs to applaud. With his genius for putting himself in the other fellow's place, Radio Doc
had realized how hard it must be for an
artist to work without the stimulation of
applause, and he knew, as a listener, how
much he had wanted to applaud good work,
so he wrote such an eloquent plea for it
that Uncle John not only suspended the
rule but broadcast Radio Doc's letter besides.
This letter so impressed a lady listening
in Honolulu that she wrote to Radio Doc
and sent him a little souvenir of Hawaii
in care of Uncle John. This he delivered

Por the

By E. D. CAHN
in person on Easter Sunday, 1922, and for
the first time met Radio Doc in the flesh.
He found that "Doc" meant Dr. D. I.
Wadsworth, formerly president of the
State Dental Society of Oregon, professor
of prosthetic dentistry of the North
Pacific College and practicing dentist for
over twenty -six years, a man who had
worked hard for and won a substantial
professional success. only to fall victim of
arthritis, the most terrible form of rheumatism, which reduced him to existence in
a wheel chair with financial anxiety of the
most pressing sort for his daily companion.
Yet he had his little radio set -for his
interest in radio dated from the appearance
of the first station in California -and he
kept in touch with the world through it.
His mind was alive. He had his right hand,
a pad and pencil, his friends, and an idea.
Through his friends it became known
that Radio Doc had a little stock of radio
parts to sell and from that small beginning
has grown a business which employs two
assistants and has paid such dividends in
a year that he has been able to buy a half
interest in the insurance business which
has been employing his wife for the last
five years and to give it to her for her very
own.
He speaks of Mrs. Wadsworth with admiration as well as gratitude, for when the
tide turned against him she took u business
course and then went quietly to work to

support the family.
Radio Doc is sending one of his daughters to high school and is seeing the other
through a commercial college, and the business which was started on nothing and
which is housed in a small shop built in a
backyard is paying for it. A business conceived and supervised by a man too helpless to dress himself or to cut his own food,
yet in whose strong face there is no bitterness nor a shadow of regret for what cannot be. His message to invalids is to be

Shut -'Iry
grateful for what they have and to make
the most of it. He says that the first thing
an invalid has to do is to "learn how to be
grateful" and then to find out how to express it. Ile conceded that it is true that

many invalids can do very little to repay
the friends and relatives to minister to
them, but he thinks that many of them
fail to take the trouble to do what little
they can. Radio Doc strongly believes that
to feel gratitude is not enough, and that
it ought to be expressed to be of any particular account.
On the historic occasion when he was
taken to KHJ to see for himself just how
a program was broadcast, he voiced this
philosophy for the benefit of all the other
shut -ins who might be listening in as he
had been so many times. Radio, he said, is
the invalid's one great life -saver -the
greatest gift ever given shut -ins.
He sees the radio artist as a striver
like himself and so he sends his encouragement even if it is no more than a few
lines on a printed applause card. Even
when he is in bed he has a set close by and
notebook at hand. He keeps up with every
mechanical development of radio and in
some respects is ahead of the field. And,
though the world may carelessly imagine
that he is down, he knows that he is by no
means out.
The same is true of Frank Dana
Thorne, who also lives in Pasadena and
suffers from the same disease though in u
much more aggravated form. He, too, is a
radio enthusiast, a man who has been flat
on his back for more than eleven years
and whose only contact with life was
through his devoted nurse and the visits
of his friends and what he could gather
from what was read to him.
He was a graduate of Syracuse University, has practiced law, traveled all over
the world and had the benefit of all the
good things of modern existence together
with a great capacity for using and enjoying them. To such a man inaction must
be much harder than
(enntInnM on rare 44)
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Mr. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee,
through the courtesy of M. Rohner,
Inc.. who have engaged the use of the
facilities of this station for the purpose.-Mr. Coutlee."
Then Mr. Coutlee gives a four or
five minute talk of which the following may Iw taken as typical:
by

"Good evening, Radio Friends;
"Here we are once again -ready for
our tenth harmonica lesson and musical program. In weather like this it
feels good to he here in the comfort of
the studio, and as you are all sitting
back in the comfort of your homes,
we will forget the wind and snow and
endeavor to contribute our share to-

ward your evening's entertainment.
As in previous evenings the little harmonica will play an important part
in our program tonight.
"All hail to the little harmonica.
It will never take the place of other
musical instruments in opera and the
symphony orchestra, but neither can
its place he taken in the life of American youth, in the heart of the homesick and the need of those who know
the joy of individual musical expression.

"So long as there is youth there will
harmonicas; and su lung as there
are harmonicas there will be youth.
Like marbles, tops, kites and baseball, the harmonica is the inalienable
right of boyhood.
"Evidences of the universal popularity of the harmonica are offered by
the radio, the municipal contests the
school orchestras, the Buy Scout
bands, the church and Sunday school
groups, the professional soloists un
the vaudeville and concert stage and
its part in the movies and modern
drama. It has even been Laken up by
the musical organizations of several
of the larger colleges and universities.
"The harmonica was originally intended to be sociable and consolingto assuage the homesickness of the
buy who goes from the farm to the
city or from home to school. The
world knows its war record. It went
with the Tommies and doughboys into
the trenches -so much so, in fact,
that it is handed down to fame in the
be

song

that

says,

"Pommy

with
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Hear the Conquering Harmonica
via Radio
(Continued Erom rage

prior

to

their debut with the har-

monica. If you enjoy the performance
of these young musicians tonight,
won't you drop us a line and say so?
A few words of encouragement from
you will inspire them to greater
achievements in the careers which
they have started."
Then follows an hour of music,
broken halfway by three or four
minutes' instruction by Mr. Haussler.
This is the point which is most important with the harmonica fan who
sits at home with his radio set, instruction book propped up before him
and takes his lesson. At the end of
the period comes the closing announcement, which contains the invitation to write for the hook of instruction, and some idea of the widespread interest may be gained from
the fact that over 100,000 copies have
been distributed.
Recognizing the point

which Mr.
Ilaussler brings out-namely, that a

love of music is inborn in must children hut may be stifled by too
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mechanical means, that the harmonica
tones are always accurate, that in
order to play this instrument he
learns tu read music as well as he
would in the study of some other
more highly advanced instrument, and
that the stimulation of interest by
means of this simple instrument may

lead to a future interest in more advanced types of music -musical directors, principals and leaders of boys'
clubs all over the country have organized harmonica bands.
The one
mentioned shove, that of J. II. S. No.
51, New York City, has grown from
a company of fifty boys to over 150
boys and girls. The interest taken
by the girls is one of the unique

features of this renaissance of the
harmonica. This band has been a
steady entertainer on the Hohner
programs.
Mr. McGuire, the enterprising
principal of the school, Says:
"Every school ought to have some
musical organization connected with

it

Harmonicas cost so little that the
matter of expense is eliminated. It
is true in musical pitch. It is small
and easily carried. The instrument is
capable of expressing musical themes,
and the taste of the performer, growing with his increase in proficiency,
is his guide in rendition.
A good deal of this interest is
caused by the fact that the programs
include so varied a type of selections.
Here is a typical program, in which
you will note that the harmonica
covers all types of music. Here you
see we have included popular Melodies, the good old -fashioned songs,
a classic and a

will

patriotic number. You

also note that the program is
composed, with the exception of Mr.

Haussler, of child performers. This
has been done consistently in order
to stimulate the ambition of the
youngsters of our country, who will
feel that what is possible for other
The
children is possible for them.
harmonicas used in these performances range from the one-iych "Little
Lady" to the chromatic harmonica
which contains sharps and flats. Here
is the program:
1 --Our first number tonight will be
a "Medley of Popular Airs," arranged
by 12-year-old Milton Burst-an and

'is

mouthorgan, 'e's at it all the time.'
"And on the farm also, among the
hired hands, there was often one who
showed precocious skill in that particular art. One recalls the thrilling
rendition of The Mocking Bird,' with
improvised variations, of course, and
the imitated call of the whip -poor

will.

Harking back still farther we
may recall the soothing melody of
'Sweet Belle Mahonei' under the slow
cadences of which the weary farmboy
on a summer evening found it difficult to keep awake.
"Later came 'My Grandfather's
Clock,' and still later the popular airs
composed by Charles K. Harris and
the more ambitious exploiters of
catching harmonies before the advent
of jazz.

KEEP reception clean
Keep it clear. Keep it loud -with all the volume your set should have.
Keep the battery at top notch -fully charged- peppy.
The Tungar charge. your storage battery overnight while you sleep
and at a cod of hardly more than five r.ent. lt's eaayl be two clip
permanent
-and a plug for the house current. Or you can make
connection, and just throw a switch. Keep your set at its beat all the
time -with a Tungar.

"The harmonica player throughout
the generations, since his favorite instrument became popular as an inexpensive and efficient broadcaster of

melody, has mastered both the old and
new tunes. But since those early days
when we grown -up boys and girls
considered ourselves adepts in the
player's art, there have been perfected
many modern methods of manipulation and execution.
"And now, today, as a result of
simple charte and lessons in the instruction books which are available
to all, we find boys and girls between
the ages of R and 80 who are able to

give renditions of every conceivable
kind of music, from popular melodies
and jazz selections to classical and
operatic compositions.

"Tonight we have with us here in
the studio eight buys and girls, selected from as many public and high
schools in New York, who are going
to demonstrate the possibilities of the
harmonica as a stepping atone to
music. These boys and girls are all
under 15 years of age and have never
had any previous musical training
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oe

played by five of the boys on chromatic harmonicas. Milton Gershenson, 13 years old, is at the piano.
2-The next selection is entitled
"Perfect Day," and will he played by
Wm. J. Haussler and Billie Haussler,
using the chromatic harmonica in the
key of F.
"Love's Old Sweet Song" is the
next number to be played by six of
the boys and girls from the harmonica
band of School Nn. 61, New York.
4--The next selection to be played
by four boys on chromatic harmonicas
is a beautiful but very difficult number for which we have had numerous
requests -"Song of India."
And now before continuing our

3-

A Song That Reached Home
A great baritone sang with uncommon fervor to his enraptured listeners.
The melody seemed to string a
golden chain of words for some responsive heart.

it reached ten times
For
the

said,

1925

that brings memories of other dayb"In the Gloaming."
9

-And

one more number and we

will bring the "Hohner Harmony
Hour" to a close. I'm going to ask
the boys and girls to play "Old Lang
Syne."

Of course the work
dled by experts. which
gree is responsible for
responses which have
Haussler is considered

has been hanto a great de-

the marvelous

come in. Mr.
an expert not

only in giving instructions but in
playing the harmonica. He has also
been interested in children, particularly in boys. About two years ago
Mr. Ilausder was active in boys' club
work and at the same time was connected with the National Bureau for

It's easy to play a

million hearts.
into silence,
"GOOD NIGHT,
a

as the music faded

singer

May,

HOHNER HARMONICA

MOTHER!"
And then we knew that song had
gone straight and true to some one
somewhere in that vast invisible audience.

'

Some one whose tenr- dimmed eye
saw not the wonderful singer but a
little boy whose tousled head lay on

1hwr,ade,u

her breast.

And m that spell of mother love
which makes millions kin.
All those listening hearts "tuned in-

akrhwr;.dloW.a.Y

Ni( 1 I Ii/
Lwra4

ha.lr,nbcofr,

ArNr/ar;nLralr, ,,.11s

.+.Wr to kII

BLOW
-doe

to one heart.

.

BLOW

DRAW

"zni°

A heart that must have felt the
magic of ten million prayers unified
in one -God bless her!"

'

""

Our Brirtel Loud-Speaker had yivcn ua all
the rich tonal quality of the Ringer's voice,
its natural sweetness, ifs pathos. It had
been a wonderful evening.

Low

ZODELS
Cabinet ahors

BLOW
"sol"

a

r

<. .

electro
t e
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BLOW
"do"

Play the scale and youplay all
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rnce$30.00.
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une of the charts Iron! the instruction hook "flog tu Ploy a Hohner

Morn

Mies $I2.60 to
seed for
326.00
Bullean 11712 Q.
to
Ask dealer
demonstrate then
on thie B r l, t o l
.

Comparopnon.

Harmonica"
The BRISTOL COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn.

BßISTOL
LOUD SPÈAKER
`bheBrlstol Company

'Waterbury, Connecticut

musical program I am going to ask
Mr. Wm. J. Haussler, who has been
conducting our weekly harmonica
lessons, to say a few words to his
radio class of students. Then we
will proceed with our musical numbers. Mr. Haussier.
5 --And now, friends, before Mr.
}Iaussler gets too far away from the
microphone, I am going to ask him
to play something for us. A duet
by Mr. Haussler and his 12-year-old
They will play
son, Billie, Jr.
"Mighty I.ak a Hose " -in the way
every father and son should play
in harmony.
6-The next selection by the boys
and girls will be a "Medley of Ameri-

-

can
RECORDING -INSTRUMENTS
--

Airs."

7 -- "Only You," a popular dance
number is the next selection.
X-And now an old -time favorite

the Advancement of Music. Naturally
then his interest was twofold and so
he has come into this campaign of
M. Hohner, Inc., with the utmost
zest, ably seconded by his young son
Billie, who is playing in Dad's footsteps with a vengeance.

Mr. Coutlee, who gives the introductory talks. also boasts of three
children who can entertain on the
harmonica and is proud of the fact
that he can join in himself. He is
a man of wide advertising experiand was formerly connected
with George Batten Company, Frank
ence,

A. Munsey Company and Popular
Science Monthly. Later he became
the president of the Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, Inc., advertising agency.

In addition to his work, Mr. Coutlee
has developed and created mail -order
advertisements, but he feels that no
other form of publicity gets the same

May, 192.;
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type of response that radio broadcasting achieves.
This, of course, does not mean that
broadcasting takes the place of other
advertising, as M. Hohner, Inc., use
all known forms of advertising. Mr.
Coutlee is a versatile gentleman. He
writes short stories, lyrics and music
for amateur theatricals, movie scenarios and poetry in the spring. Besides, he is a baritone. All of this
enables him to join with Mr. Haussler in arranging programs and talks
for the "Hohner Harmony Hour."
At present he is a member of the
Copy and Plan Committee of the
Charles C. Green Advertising Agency
and is s director of the corporation.
Mr. Haussler and Mr. Coutlee have
every reason to be pleased with the
results they have obtained in this
broadcasting campaign. The response
to their first hour was 3000 requests
for instruction books and an average
of 2000 has been consistently maintained. Some idea of the type of interest taken in this revival of the
harmonica may be found in the statements of educators and musicians all
over the country. They come from
people like Phillip Cordon, director
of music in the South Side High
School, of Newark, N. J., who says:
"The harmonica band may become
the stepping. stone to serious musicianship.
With the desire to play,
ability to read notes and the knowledge of orchestral routine, many of
the children will probably take up
one of the regular orchestral instruments and thus benefit hnth the school
and themselves. Taking all these
reasons together, one can safely say
that every school ought to build up
a strong harmonica band for the sake
of the school and for the sake of the

The result was an engagement at the Rivoli and Rialto Theatres, with his name in electric lights.
Since then he has been playing in
vaudeville and today is featured with
Elsie Janis in the "Puzzles of 1925,"
and it is rumored that he gets a
salary of $750 a week.
It is stated that at the present
writing there are over forty-five professional harmonica players in vaudeville, sanie of whom receive over $450
as a salary. Of course not all of them
reach the proficiency of Mr. Mine vitch, who plays every type of selection, from the highest of grand opera
to the most jazzy of blues. Owing
to the many difficult modulations and
chromatics involved, such proof as
this young Than has given here would

children."

an

From Nellie C. Ifudd, the principal
of the Mozart School in Chicago, who
says:

"We can no more dispense with our
harmonica club than we can with our
rhythm band, our orchestra. or our
ukulele band. I feel that it Is one
of our established activities. Each
one of our musical activities is in
valuable in its way, hut none has
given the boys and girls more real
joy than they have had in learning
to play upon the harmonica. Aside
from the joy, i feel that it has real

educational value in that it requires
effort, concentration and attention.
In our school. where the development
of character is the big purpose underlying all that we do, we hail with
pleasure anything that will help us
to create a spirit of good fellowship
and kindly neighborliness."
Mr. Nathaniel Finstun, conductor
of the Chicago Theatre Symphony
Orchestra, Chicago, says:
"Ire the years that I have been actively engaged in music I have heard
many musical instruments of various

kinds and characters and on which
unusual performances were rendered.
I must confess, however, that the
'Chromonica' as played by Mr. Borrah
Minevitch, proved not only unusually
interesting, but truly electrified me
a swell as the many audiences before
whom he played while at this theatre.
"ills melodic, harmonic and lightning -like progressions were certainly
not on the harmonicas I have heretofore heard.
"The mastery and almost unbelievable renditions on the harmonica by
Mr. Minevitch make this instrument
well worth the serious consideration
of the amateur and professional
musician."
The Mr. Minevitch mentioned was a
Boston boy who felt that he could
play the harmonica.
Ile made his
way to New York and asked the
Rohner Harmonica Company to hear
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him play.
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have been considered impossible years
ago. in fact, it is the creation of
chromatic harmonicas that has made
this possible.
One of the most unusual testimonies
in behalf of the harmonica comes

'
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from Dr. Paul V. Wilson, famous
ear, nose and throat specialist, president of the National Round Table
for Speech Improvement and consulting laryngologist at Brooklyn State
Hospital, who says:
"1 have experimented very extensively with the harmonica to establish its value as a therapeutic agent.
I have ascertained that this instrument is a most effective medium in
developing the chest and respiratory
organs.
In anemic children and
adults

a program of regular practice
with the mouth organ, which develops
breathing, results in aeration of the
blood and tones the system generally.
"The development of the breathing

power, which can be obtained most
effectively through the harmonica, is

important factor in building up

the body. In practically every form
of exercise deep inhaling and exhaling
are striven for. and this is exactly
what you get in playing the harmonica. Therefore the hyfienic re
suits are

most

satisfactory.'

It is, however, the letters which
come from the radio fans which
really
show why the sale of harmonicas
has
increased from 3,00o,ouo to 15,000,000
a year in a little more than three
years. 'l'hese letters come from small
country places, community centers,
naval hospitals, from old men who
remember playing the instrument
their youth, from parents anxious in
instill the love of the instrument to
in
their children, from principals and
leaders of boys' clubs who want
to
organize boys' bands, from Americans, from foreigners, from
rich and
poor, from office boys to bank
presidents.

Canadian fad Pricer,
.., $08.00
WITH this complete kit of parts you can build the 3 -tube
Harkness Counterfiex receiver described by Mr. liarklless
in the March issue of Radio in the Home.
This is the set which "makes distant stations sound like
locals." You can build it for less than forty dollars. To get the
same volume, selectivity and receiving range with any other circuit
you would have to spend two ui three times as much.
The parts in the Harkness Counterfiex kit were designed by
Mr. Harkness to make it easy for you to build the set. The 7e x
18" Celeron front panel and the triple socket sub -panel are corn_
pletely drilled and engraved, ready for you to assemble the parts.
An instruction booklet, written by Mr. Harkness, is supplied
with each kit. This booklet clearly illustrates and carefully explains
each progressive step in the assembly and wiring so that you cannot possibly make a mistake.
Ask your dealer for the genuine Harkness Counterfiex kit.
Avoid cheap imitations. If your dealer does not stock genuine
Harkness products, send your order directly to us, giving your

dealer's name and address.

WARNING: Deliberate tmnattens of the Harkness Counteraer kit,
unlawfully using the ilignature and photograph of
Mr. Xnueth Harkneee.
hays recently appeared on the market.
action u Deism taken to
top the further sale of these kits. To Legal
protect
examine the
label of the kit you buy and make u re that yourself.
the word.
Renneth
Harkness

Radio Corp..

N.wrk,

N

r.'

appear

on the

label.

KENNETH HARKNESS RADIO CORPORATION
727 -739 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J.

The Problem
of Interference
(Continued From rage IS)
the command of those selecting
the
component parts making up the apparatus, as well as the arrangement of
the parts in the receiving circuit?
In the more modern equipment,

each part is designed with this factor
in view; the rheostat, the vacuum tube
sockets, transformers, condensers, jtlductances, jacks, switches and the
manner in which the wiring is ar-

ranged and connected to these different parts.
in conclusion, it may be stated that
Dr. Erskine -Murray pointed out many
years ago the great problem of radio
reception-the problem of keeping
out the undesired signal, or the
problem of receiving only the desired
radio signal and rejecting all other
signals or noises which we have
classified under "interference."

President

Mail t1s Coupon For Tllustrae4 BookL
Kenneth Harkness Radio Corporation,
KIM 4.55
727 -739 Frelinghuysen Avenue,
Newark, N. J.
Please send me a copy of your illustrated booklet, written by
Mr. Harkness, describing the commercial model of the new, simplified 3 -tube Harkness Counterfiex receiver with detailed building
instructions and step-by -step wiring diagrams. I enclose 23 cents
to cover cost of handling and mailing.
Name
Addrdss
NIL
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"More About Low Loss"
(Continued From Page IS)

is

mounted an inch back from the
panel. with its terminal post at the
end. as shown in Fig. 12.
If the antenna is connected directly
to the terminal post on the coil the
set oscillated say at 40 degrees tickler
coupling. But if the terminal post is
connected by a right -angled piece of
wiry one inch to the panel and one

when radio sets

wired?

will

be

built and not

Still there

is the field of the coils
themselves; what can be dyne about
them? May I make a prediction? No,

I hardly dare --let's make it a suggestion.
Two years from now, or less, present -day coils will be entirely out of

a

-ff

the Ta,lorN~

The Tudor

angled'

1

he Empire

oBJL(.?1

Announcing the

Waite

Fig.11
inch along the panel to the binding
post nn the panel and the Antenna connected here the set will not oscillate
unt -! we increase regeneration to 44
degrees to overcome the added resistance caused by using the additional

the limelight. We will have the coil
that is not Affected by the weather,
hence will be the sanie day in and
day out. This requirement might be
covered by the coil shown in Fig. 13,
the space wound. probably enameled
wire coil.
Next the coil will have practically
no external field to be bothered by
poor materials in its field. This is
not su hard either. For instance. take

CONVERTIBLE
oil De Luxe Cabinet Housing
the Powerful Operadio Portable
The remarkable success of the 1925
Oprratlin -a is tube et of esteptional efficiency in a compact carrying cast, ha. led to another ncss and
re. olut iunar y devtlopmen t.
( )1,. radit. engineers, in conjunction with leading designers of fine

htntitUre.have evoh rd twodignibed
and beautifully proportioned walnut cabinets. to house
the port.d.le set s. hen used
in our home. These
t w.o I ....riot'

models, grace.

tut of line, and unique in
deign, provide a worths.

interior setting for this

a
¡.leis, .df.con.
wined receiver with loud speaker.
six tubes. large battery supply and
all parts enclosed in a smart looking
case -ready for you to earn' with
YOU on trips Of acirtions.
The Opt-radio Iha shown itself in
et cry way the equal. if not superior,
of any big set on the market_ Range.
selectivity, case of tuning.
dear. true. beautiful n.nr%
all of these are here, and
in add' ' , its ants :ing
convenience- permitting
radio to he enjoyed any.

set, sou hate

where, indoors or out. upstairs or down.
You can hu the Opera-

most talked of receiver of
the year. with it. features
of great power and efficiency and wonderful tone

dio Convertible in tither

the Tudor or Empire

qu,dits.

Model. Or you can buy
the standard set in the
carrying ease alone. And
if you now own the 1926
Operadio you can secure
one of these beautiful

No.

in this one set
there is ever.. desirable
feature of radio. In the
home you may have a

of unprece.

cabinet

dented beauty, that uses
no outside wires or con.
rections. no separate
loud speaker.
Or by removing the

cabinets in sshich it may
be placed.
7.4..
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TERMINAL POSTS
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PANEL BINDING POST

length of wire, the binding post and
placing the bakelite of the panel in
its field. The same thing can be illustrated on most any oscillating receiver.
Every piece of wire in your set
has its own field around it, all subject
to this very point. Do you wonder
that I say that the day is not far off

the coil of Fig. 12 and bring the two
ends around to meet each other after
the fashion of a doughnut. Then you
have the coil shown in Fig. 14. This
type of coil, called the "Torpid" has
been in only limited use for years
due to the difficulties encountered in
winding it. These difficulties have,
however, been to a great extent overcome, and the many advantages possessed by the coil will doubtless mean
its greater use.
The outstanding features of the
Toroidal coil are its comparative
freedom from the influence of other
apparatus in the set, freedom from
atmospheric influences if properly

built and the fact that it will not

send its own field roaming about the
receiver to cause all kinds of trouble.
For better low -loss work then, it
s possible to recommend the use of
such a Toroidal coil as has just been
Use short direct conneclescribed.
:ions with as little wire as possible.

Study the

fields around the condensers, coils, wiring, etc., of the
receiver and see that no panel material or other apparatus is within
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in reality a confession that your particular superhet is not as efficient
as it should be, and also though you

The coils shown in Figs. 13 and 14
use terminals that plug into Carter
Imp phone jacks; this holds the coils
up free and clear of the mounting,
and they are extremely efficient coils
as a result of all these things.
Whether you build a reflex, neutrodyne, regenerative or superheterodyne
receiver the use of any point brought
out in this article will mean just so
much better receiver and your time
will have been well spent.
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How to Make the New
Quadraformer Receiver

'will buy for you!

obtain more volume you also obtain
Free Shopping Service in the
great Radio m.rk.i. of New
more interference.
Il'.allaaed reren Paste 55)
York and Philadelphia for read
Q. Are there any other reasons
of Chie Magazine.
Countersink
from the
why you should not use a super- rubber.
bottom side of the four corner holes i MAKE NO CHARGE FOR
heterodyne on an antenna?
in the hase and the two marked "x."
THIS SERVICE!
A. Yes, there is one very good
Avail yourself of the ervtcea of an
reason. We are all upset more or Place a Nu. 0 flat head machine screw
expert BUYER In these markat
I will
less on hearing squeals or howls on from the bottom in each corner hole,
by any apparatus mentioned in thl
magazine, and send It. carefully packed.
the air from radiating receiving sets
direct to your dnnr, at It regular prie..
and a superheterodyne if used with
plus only parcel poet and Insolence.
It
an antenna would create trouble also,
I. conducted in close co- operation with
Mr H M. Neely. and Is for the con.
and, as it does not help your own reA Radio Interview
lenience of his readers.
ception, why bother other people?
on the Superheterodyne
By All Means
Q.
Is the superheterodyne simple
described in this isu
build th set which
to operate?
1('.nlinned Frans Prste Il)
A. Yes, it is simple to operate, as
H. M. Neely's
would
it
has
only
I
two controls, and i might
like to state that it is advisQUADRAFORMER CIRCUIT
able for any one purchasing a set say at this point that one of the enwith the
today to see that the set is capable thusiastic owners of this set wrote in
rather a good definition regarding
of receiving stations helnw 250 meters,
DAVEN AMPLIFIER
as there are a great many stations the simplicity of operation, in which
It embodies rng. volume. selection', and
operating in this neighborhood.
he states that it is one -third easier W
quality of tone that only Rr.ltnr.
coupled .rmpllhcetion can give.
Q. Is it possible to substitute other operate than the usual five -tube set.
parta than those recommended by
Q. Is it possible to log a superCOMPLETE PARTS
heterodyne so that you can always
Including Qudrforses,
you?
Amperlt.,
Pn.l, SamA. Yes, it is, and in a great many obtain the same station at the same
beard. Wire. DAVEN 3 -tge Super Amplifier ad Apes dials.
cases they do produce resulta; but I dial setting?
A.
Yes,
this
is
as
true
of
the
believe that in picking the parts that
superheterodyne as well as of many
I have for this set, i have been able
W.
e the utboriaed Mail Ordo Pur
other receivers.
W obtain a combination which apchasing Service for "Radio in th. Home
Q. Is a superheterodyne expensive
pears to be very satisfactory; and unless it is impossible to obtain these to operate?
A. No, it is not.
parts, i would not recommend that
This Seal
Your
any person substitute others.
Q. I should think with eight tubes
that
it would he more expensive to
Q. Do you use an antenna on your
is
Guarantee
operate than some other sets.
set?
A. As a matter of fact, a person
A. No.
very rarely ui-es more than seven
Fig 3
W
th. .uthenud Sdc. and Service
Wouldn't
be
better
it
if
you
Q.
tubes,
and these seven tubes draw less
Station for Harbin..., Stwrong Dreh. end
did?
Silver- Marah.n App.rd...
current than a three -tube set which
A. No.
was in common use a year and a half and on the
top side place two solderQ. Why not?
E. M.
CO.
ago. In fact, the only additional current required to operate a super - ing lugs and clamp down with nut. Office 202. 1523 chestnut St.. Phila., P.
A. For the reason that operating
Mark these terminals as shown. Also
a superheterodyne on an antenna is
(Coetlnued on P.S. 47)
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is for those who desire quality amplification. With the Resistance -Coupled
method, there is a pleasing lack of distortion, for tinder tones and over tones
are amplified equally. The most delicate shadings in musical composition,
either with instruments or the voice, are reproduced with a faithfulness not
obtainable with any other method of amplification. The DAVEN RESIST ANCE- COUPi-ED SUPER AMPLIFIER is truly a revelation and certainly

the last word for distortionless amplification.

Obtain

from your
Dealer the "RESISTOR MANUAL," our

complete handbook on
Resistance - Coupled

Arnplifitation. Price
25e, postpaid, SSc
.

DAVEN RADIO CORP.
"Resistor
Newark

Specialists"
New Jersey
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put

V

machine screw through
each of the holes "x" from the bottom, and tighten a nut down on each
from the top. Strip C shopld have
a hule in each end so that it. will just
a No. 6

fit

on the two screws "z." Place coil
No. 1 of the transformer in position
on the base and clamp down tightly
with strip C and two additional nuts.

RelkbiIity

While this is all rather difficult to
describe, a study of the accompanying
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ginning of the primary (also from
coil No. 1) goes to the B plus terminal. The end of the secondary (from
coil No. 4) goes to the filament terminal, and the end of the primary

(also from coil No. 4) goes to the
plate.
The beginning of the aerial and
ground coupler goes to negative fila
ment. Connect a lead to the end of
and
coil No. I (between coil No.
1

That trait of thoroughness whi.h merit confidence is always
For there is deep eatifaction in
met with high regard.
knowing that the task in hand is being done as well as it is
possible to do it.
has established the leadership enjoyed by Jefferson Transformers. Sheer quality and
performance have won the favor of unbiased radio authorities
the world over.

Thi. appreciation for reliability

Full, rounded amplification over the entire musical range a
Such splendid per constant delight to radio listener..
formance is the result of 20 year. specialization in the manufacture of transformers. Replace the transformers now in
your set with genuine Jefferson. and see how your set will
Improve.

Jefferson Electric Mfg. Co.
Chicago.

503 South Green St.,

Manufacturers of:
Ra.uo Traaformers
Bau Ringing T,an.furrnere

dira Lig boa( Traa.formef
Automobile Ignition Cow
and Break Cult.
Jump sp.rk

-Yk.

Blw:il nigh

And

Auto Transformers
Tearing !mammon.
Tor Traaformers
Furnace and Oil Burner
for
Oil Burden Ignition Coils

Traae

Low Voltage Transformers

9
"You've got a wonderful set with all
the power and none of the grief
of the Supers"
O

WRITES Henry

S Editor

M. Neely,

of RADIO IN THE
He adds:
"This afternoon tee hooked up the
OVAfRAFORYF.R All or roll.+ yon
sect us. It look abort hull na hour.

HOME.

TAls eeentny tee traveled West ut1A
AI minute a mired Qua,
It and or
felts is Meitner/ a Coro melody or
KFI (Los AaQelea)-Iri7 miles away
um thirty beet from the
/suss ra.
loud speaker uad hear it clearly.
Those coils rertrialy know There
they roe.. from!'
M

The QUADRAFORMER is a
trouble -proof set, far more sensitive
and far more selective, of greater
volume and more natural tone than
any set that you have ever heard.
All so- called "neutralizing" devices are done away with. They are
not needed. Internal set noises are
eliminated instead of being imperfectly suppressed. The QUADRAFORMER System will reward you
with a remarkable difference in real
music -rich. sweet tones and great
volume (without distortion) when
desired.

Write today for the QUADRA
FORMER BOOK. It will start

you on the way toward a new radio
experience.
Profusely illustrated with photographs and drawings, it takes you
step by step through the snaking of
five-tube QUADRAFORMER
receiver. The method of description
simply takes all the difficulties right
out of set construction.
a

Don't doubt-know for yourself
what the QUADRAFORMER is.
Just write and ask for the QUA DRAFORM ER BOOK. Inclose
25c to cover cost of handling and
mailing and you'll have it by return
mail. But don't delay -the number
of copies available for this offer is
limited.

Gearhart- Schlueter
Radio Corp.
P. 0. Box 212, Frealw, Calif.

drawings will undoubtedy make the
procedure clear.
Connect the leads from the two
radio -frequency transformers to the
terminals as follows: The beginning
of the secondary (from coil No. 1)
goes to the grid terminal. The be-

coil No. 2.) This goes to the aerial
post. The tap on this first coil may
he connected to a second aerial post
for greater selectivity, if desired. The
end of the fourth coil goes to the

grid.
The completed transformers may be

Hag,
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room.
Radio is

Ia.ALIfOIkNIA ok,

a totally unique test in this
matter of personality. On the concert stage, Alda and Werrenrath
might create just the opposite im-

ou(Ì Speaker
ea) Qua4rooiv,ter

pressions

acta=n

6-TUBE CIRCUIT
AS dts.ribed in 'iris issue

Radio -

Complete

in- the

Hofre

Parts t'

Z5

BASE AND

/

PANEL INCLUDED
REGULAR PRICE

1-

WWOsa

never before thought po.ihle
-2500 mile. on loud -speaker
several times m one week.
No radiation, no self- oscillation. Dials always log. Wonderful clarity -volume. Sim ple to hook up and operate.
Tested and tried out by our
..Jio engineers,ndon demon-

l.g.r1

Q

used, with .0005 mfd. low -loss

COn-

dentiers across the secondaries in any

ATRIED and proved circuit with a new coil that
kills self - oscillation., the
drawback of every radiofrequency circuit. New results

1

radio-frequency circuit.

I

stration. farts ne..tly packed,
and ready for you anywhere.
Hrron.rnrnded by Henry
M. Neely In hin feature
urtiefe In tAt. t..ue
Tite M.

.1

H. Radin

Engineering Service

Editorially Speaking

Will Supply
Parts or the
Complete Set
of Any
-up

¡Continued

Is Recommended by

Another Big Special

Complete Parts

$17.50
1

Described in October and
January Radio in the Home
Any DX up to 1500 miles
is yours with this wonder set

-Hastings, Neb.; Miami. Chicago. Ottawa, Canada, etc.
Even European Stations have
been picked up. See Page 19.
February Radio -in- the -Home.
The equal of any 5 -tube Set
in audibility and selectivity.
So simple, child can operate it.
Dials always log.

Still Another Special
COMPLETE PARTS
BROWNING -DRAKE
3 -Tube Set... $94.75
Described

the
April "Radio to the
I lome."
Regular value
in

fe t,.4n

Only One Kind of Quality

S.

that
here the best. Ru4w
cive .athtfactlon demand quality
parts. We use no other
Oar repatatbn brut WO by
sf

worn' foith)al service,

.s

back of each sole.

When

programs, there are only two which
stand out above ordinarily good programs from other stations and these
two were the first and the last- -the
McCormack and the Werrenrath
broadcasts. Here again we had a
sense of continuity due not to a story
or to a scenario, but to the power of a
personality.
John McCormack himself has a tremendous popular appeal aside from
the beauty of his voice. His public
appearances have proved this. Therefore, like Roxy, he can put on a radio
program of numbers which tuight-not
be at all interesting when put on by
another singer, but the fact that it
is McCormack and the McCormack
personality which comes through by
radio holds the listener from statt to
finish.
The same is true, but in my opir.ion in an even greater degree, of the
exquisite artistry of Werrenrath. in
the latter case, there is not only a
marvelously flexible and pleasing

Panel

3 -Tube Harkness
Circuit....
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should have stood head and shoulders
aI,.,ve everything else on the air.
There was virtually no limit to the
talent at the disposal of this cornpany and the widespread popularity
of this talent has been attested by
the hundreds of thousands of records
which have been sold.
Yet as I look hack on the Victor

HENRY M.NEELY

Counterflex

rage

it was first announced that the
Victor Talking Machine Company
was going to put its artists on the
air through this link of stations,
everybody thought that that was guing to be the supreme achievement of
radio. There is no question that it

This Service

Drilled

ream

today's radio entertainment.

Fer
Hook
Published in Any Irise
of This Magasine at
No Extra Charge

Including
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which comes through the loud- speaker
just as strongly as though Werrenrath himself were standing in the

'

voice, seemingly capable of anything
demanded of it, but there is always
a superb intelligence in the rendition,
a sense of deep and understanding
sympathy with his fellow -men in the
way he interprets his songs, an abiding kinship with all of us evidenced in
his selections and a radio personality

to

the

one

which

gets

through our loud- speaker. Alda has
not a good radio personality; Werrenrath is an ideal radio personality.
The Silvertown Cord Orchestra is
another example of personality, but
here, remarkably enough, there is no
individual who gives this impression
except the singer in the Silver Mask.
Yet the orchestra itself has seemed
to put a composite personality on the
air and it has become one of the greatest drawing cards that we have in our
radio entertainment. This, i think, is
largely due to the masterly announcing of Philips Carlin.
The Happiness Boys stand almost
alone In their particular phase of perIt is a great
sonality projection.
pity that they are not put out over
the entire chain of broadcasting stations so that the whole country could
have a chance to sit back and laugh
and enjoy itself for at least one half hour once a week. The Happiness
Buys are geniuses and I know of no
other entertainers who can touch
them.
These arc only a few of the significant features in our entertainment
of the last year picked at random
for discussion. They serve, however,
W make clear the point which I have
in mind -that we are developing an
art of radio entertainment which is
going to be somewhat different from
the usuel art of personal Appearance.
The projection of a radio personality
is going to build up radio stars who
will be just as popular and just as
real to their admirers as are the stars
of the motion- picture world or of the
speaking stage. We are only at the
threshold of this new art, but the
last season can be considered as the
doormat with the word "Welcome"
in big letters upon it, bidding us all to
enter and to help in the fine work of
further development.
For the presentation of such programs as this, large sums of money
are involved. High- priced men must
he retained to devote virtually their
whole time to this work and the presentations must he made by artists of
such standing and such ability that
they can command very large retain -

KENNEDY
MODEL XV
tcuts througb powcr-

I ful local broadcasting

and brings in distance.
Yet even a child can tune
this highly selective receiver; stations are alw.tys found at the same

dial settings.
Deariptire circular .)rot un requea
Price $142.50 without accessories
The Colin B. Kennedy Company
St.

Lait

KENNEDY
`iAl
Ac-

4

e

J.\

e Kítoleydorlax
ítíng For

t,. nffa

ing fees.
No individual station c,in possibly
afford to defray this expense. There
is only one logical way by which it
can be borne and that is by the inter linking of a number of stations and
by permitting the mention once or
twice, as a credit line, of the name
of the firm which is paying for the
entertainment. We should all be glad
to know who these benefactors of ours
are. It is time to stop talking about

the "advertising" that this gives by
radio; if they can get a certain
amount of advertising out of it in this
way, more power. to them.
Personally, I feel more kindly dis-

toward Eveready batteries,
toward Happiness candy, toward
Goodrich tires, toward Gold Dust, and
toward the Capitol Theatre in New
York than toward any other firms
which are competitors of theirs, regardless of the quality of the output.
I am quite sure that progressive firms
posed

such as I have mentioned will keep
their products at least as good as the
products of their competitors, and
they have created in me such a

friendly feeling by radio that that
would be the deciding factor if I were
purchasing. it seems to me that we
should all feel this way about it.

aSTERPIECN
COMPLETE
KNOCKDOWN
SET
Contains every single item neces-

sary to build the Freshman

Masterpiece five tube tuned radio
frequency receiver.
A 14 rage book of instructions,
containing 7 full page illustrations and many smaller ones,
explains every operation, step
by step, in language that vsn
the most inexperienced can easily

understand.

eft all good dealers

Chas.Freshmao.Inc.
sdcctl
Pants

lZadlo

PRESHMAN BUILDING

240-248o/err 40ní Sr -NEW IORR.NY.
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Portable Sets of the Season
(Continued From P.g.. let
is also provision made for the "C"
battery if one is desired.
The case of the 61P provides room
for one or two coils of insulated flexible wire to be used as antenna and

with a slight movement of the second
dial to regulate volume. The hest
feature of this is that each station
has its own dial setting, whether you
are at home or in your summer cottage or in camp. Once you have
logged the station on this set., you
will always find it in the same place

"1

ground and there is another compartment for headphones.
The set is mounted in a ruccedly

selected it for its high
insulating qualities

It cuts down the losses in the circuit"
THOSE were the exact
words of a prize -winner
in a radio set -building prize
contest, when asked why he
used a Radion Panel. Like
thousands of others. he had
found by experience that
there is nothing quite like
Radion for real results.
Our engineers developed
Radion Panels especially
to order for radio. Losses
from surface leakage and
dielectric absorption are
exceptionally low. And low
losses mean clearer reception, more volume and more
distance.

Easy to work- moisture
proof-resists warping

RADION is easy to cut.
drill and saw. You need
not have the slightest fear

of chipping. Radion resists
warping. It's strong. It's
moisture proof. It comes in
eighteen stock sizes and two
kinds, black and mahoganite.
Radio dealers have the exact
size you want. The use of
Radion by the manufacturers of ready -built sets is
almost invariably a sign of
general good quality in that
set.

The small space behind the battery binding post strip in the Boonton set
cleverly utilized for phones and a spool containing aerial and ground wire

ie

that you do not have to hunt continually for stations you want to hear.
Crosley SIP Portable The Crosley
51 P, which is a variation of the well known Crosley 51, has ample space
for three full size 6-inch dry cells to
furnish the filament current for either
the UV199 or the W1112 tube. This
gives economical life and does not
so

built leatherette covered carrying case
completely equipped with all of the
accessories for its operation. Equipped thus, it weighs 21 pounds and
measures approximately 12 inches
long, 12 inches high and 7 inches
deep.

Boonton Portable Here is an extremely clever proof of the possihili-

Send for booklet,
"Building Ymir Own Set
OUR new booklet, "Building
Your Own Set," giving
wiring diagrams, front and rear
views. showing new set with
alanting panel, sets with the new
Radion built-in horn, lists of
parts and directions for building
the most popular circuits
mailed for ten cents.

-

AMERICAN II,CRD RUBBER COMPANY
Dept. N 5, 11 Mercer St New York City
Chicago Office: Con.r.y Building
11 ..drrar R hhr,
Ci.mp.nr. S.n Franc L.rn, Pn,tl.nd

P.nhe Coast Agent:

RAD ION
Tic Sup row Insulation

PANELS

AMFRICAN HARD RUBBER
Dept. N5.

CO.

11 Mercer SI.. New York City
Phase tend ma your n o booklet "Building
Your Own Set." for which 1 enclose LO coots
(stamp, or coin).

Norn

Drab, Sockels, Binding Post Panels,ele.

Addres

Th. Telmaco portable has loop, set, batteries and loud- epeaker all contained
in this case
Pacent
Jocks

Come in
10 types
50k to 90k

necessitate frequent renewal of "A"
batteries, As is the rase when the
small flash light batteries are used
for the filament.
There is also room in the Crosley
portable for three Eveready number
764 vertical intermediate 221/2-volt "B"
batteries which give 67',4 volts for
the plate, assuring loud speaker volume and long enough life for the batteries to satisfy any vacationist. There

ties of good design in a portable receiver. Every cubic inch of space is
utilized to the best advantage, and
the result is a set which can be transported complete without much trouble
and that gives results which are really
comparable to the standard home

equipment.
The Boonton outfit comes in two
different cases. Each or.e is a neat
leather carrying case with a strap to

Don't underestimate the unpnrtn sec} of tond jocko.
Don't buy jacks t.....uoe tleyn' rhr..p.
(her e3 Mod nut art nu.nufnutu reti tire nnh Parut Jock.. Thrt h:..e 11..1
nu -l:tul and
mast imprrtr nl r'..ential - 0ur eta ".p that keep the tri
1hr "ntuc t prfrri.
It.r.fr for raining ../ compici Pour ..i I.....
r

I'ACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.
91 Seventh Avenue, New York City

(Ca.lunsl.m
ImlM:lpnll.

nto.r

Fr.un
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Ihrnnnham

l'Inl:ulvlplua
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II
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JaknOtisiIk'
io Ihm Life
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The inner "works" of the Tclmaeo, showing how the loud -speaker is

installed
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swung over the shoulder.
One
contains the set itself. Four UV199
or C299 tubes are used and one of the
photographs shows how the panel
may be swung out on its hinges to
reveal all of the inner works to give
easy access to the tube sockets.
The other carrying case contains
the dry cells for lighting the filaments and the "B" batteries. These
are wired up permanently and still
leave space for a small panel which,
when it is swung out, reveals a compartment which holds a spool containing a 100 -foot aerial and the headbe

phones.
When the owner wishes to use this
set, he places one case on top of the

39

the value of seven tube,;. Virtually all
of the tuning is done with one fourinch dial and all of the tubes are
operated by one rheostat. This simplifies the operation very much.
A portable set using a loop antenna is ideal for the summertime because the use of the loop greatly mini mires static which is one of the main
drawbacks to good radio during vacations. The makers of the Telmacu,
receiving on the loud speaker at their
Chicago laboratories using loop only
have had stations nt Fort Worth,
Tex.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jefferson City,
Mo.; Minneapolis. Minn.: Detroit,
Mich.: New York City and Washington. D. C. and Pittsburgh, Pa. These
were received satisfactorily when an-

The Greatest of All
Radio's Pleasures
%'hen the last

%

wire has been soldered in place

-and the aerial, ground and batteries connected
up-and you plug in to sec if "she works." Then

-

when the call letters of a distant station come in
if voiced at your elbow then. is the joy of
"building your own," the greatest of all of radio's
pleasures.
as

The B -T "NAMELESS" is the unbeatable
combination of a most efficient circuit with the
highest grade of properly designed essential parts.

Dropping both lids of the Telmaeo reveals

the panel,

batteries

other, opens the lids, swings the three
little metal connections on the battery
ease up and under the binding posts
on the set rase and this makes all
necessary connections to the batteries.
The aerial wire is then taken out and
unreeled and thrown over the most
convenient limb of a tree or telegraph
pole or over the top of the automobile
or anything that is handy. The
ground wire is attached to the ground
binding post and the other end is
dropped In a stream or buried in damp
earth. In this way the set is ready
for use and will compare favorably
with any of the standard four -tube
sets on the market. This is a particularly handy set for the automobile
tourist or for the person who can pack
it in a trunk and take it to the sea
shore cottage or the summer board -

ing house.

Telmaeo Acme Type Ti -The new
Telmaeo Acme Type TI is different
from most portable receivers. The
case contains the

loop, the set, the

loud speaker and all butteries. In
other words, it is absolutely self -contained. Considering that the case is
only eight inches wide, ten inches
high and eighteen inches long, and
weighs only twenty -six pounds complete, this is another evidence of what
can be done by the careful thought
and planning of radio engineers.
The complete loop aerial equipment is built into and permanently
connected inside of the case. This
gives the marked directional effect of
the loop which greatly aides selectivity. The receiver will reproduce on
the loud speaker good stations not too
far distant when it is being carried
in the hand, on the train, used in auto

or boat, all without additional aerial.
There is a throw -over jack switch for
changing to an outside aerial if
greater distance or more volume Is
desired.
This set uses four UV199 or C299
tubes and by means of the use of the
Actneflex circuit, gives theoretically

lad- speuker

With the Bremer Tully system of construction even the inexperienced set builder is able to
construct a 5 -tube "NAMELESS" with assured
success.
Test as you go, step-by- step-plug in
your speaker and listen to the world and you will
understand the enthusiasm w-hich follows I3 -T
products everywhere.

and

Write today for circular and booklet describing the
"Nameless" as well as D-T Condensers which Armour
Institute of Technology prove has less resistance than laboratory "Standurds."

terma and ground reception was impossible on account of static.
Another interesting development of
the season is the production of at
least two first -class loud -speakers,
sufficiently small to be included in
suitcase ur trunk. One of these is the
Crosley Maaicone and the other the

Pioneers of "Retter Tuning"

Amphora "Dragon Fly."

BREMER-TULLY MFG. CO.

Take New York
City, for Example
It
policy

onttaued

than

Free Pane

merely

532 S. Canal St.. Chicago

71

elimination of

coarse and vulgar offerings is desired.
The station which renders the best
service. the one most wanted by the
public, is the one that will survive
and the one that will receive any
favors which the Department may
have to bestow.
WMCA, tilt; new McAlpin Hotel
class "B" station, came in for a lion's
share of discussion at the New York
meeting because it is one of the
three newcomers already operating,
but not accommodated with a class
"B" wave length. Consideration of
its affairs showed two decidedly conflicting points of view. One of these
is represented by the inquiry. "What

WMAC intend to furnish that is
not already furnished to the public in
abundance by other stations ?" The
opposing idea is typified by the statement of Rev. James F. Cronin,
spokesman for the l'aulist Fathers,
who are planning a new station, when
he said, "There is still plenty of room
for more stations." And he went on
to explain by this that he meant a
greater number, each with part time,
could and should be accommodated
in order that there should be as great
variety as possible in the programs
offered to the public.
Mr. Coons, a spokesman for WGBS
promptly answered Father Cronin

;zen. Renan Radsn

ammarlund
C/S/nM

CONDENSER
tcovrrlant March

17. 1973,

When you find Ham marlund Condensers in the
receiver you buy. it indicates that the manufacturer
built for quality. not price,

and that uppermost in his
mind was your complete
satisfaction.
!laminarlund
Condensers are not expensive. but
it is Often expensive not to
use them.

does
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What Last Season
Radio Manufacturers!
It proved that there

is mighty little market for cheap-looking radio
equipment.
It proved that good material and workmanship are every day more
and build real
essential to secure the confidence of the dealer

-

Service trouble ate up what little profit the dealer made un many really
cheap sets-and he will sell no more of them!

The season proved that cheap substitutes for Formica panels are one
of the most costly things a manufacturer can use.
Such expedients create a sales resistance that is far more costly in
the end than good panels are in the beginning. That's why so many
manufacturers who tried them are giving them up. Last year was the
biggest Formica ever had in radio.
This year the volume will be done on sets that have Formica base
panels -as well as Formica front panels, with their wonderful finish
and permanent beauty!
Formica is one of the most lasting and unchanging materials in the
world.

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

4654

Sales Offices
9

New York. N. T.
Chicago. Ill.
Bldg... Clasland Ohio
Bldg. .. Iteebeeter. N. T.
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San Tranrlsoo. Cal.
419 Ohio Banlding
Toledo. Ohio
500 Plymouth BIdg.Ifeer Nave., Conn.
Whitney Centrai Bldg New Orleans. L.

Church Street
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Cuba
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ence involves two problems: first
how close a spacing in frequency can
safely be made; and second -how
great power increaakes should be allowed. On the first of these questions
there is growing up slowly, but none

the less surely. evidence of

demand
10

kilo-

cycles. Speaking on behalf of listeners, our worthy Editor -in -Chief of
Radio in the Home, Mr. Henry M.
Neely, indicated to the New York

Go the corning summer weather one better by
bundling a Super at a acing
Write for the free
folder on RUBICON Kite s It tell. just what's needed.
Then from your
(.heck oat the parts you have.
your
direct, get the Kit that
dealer. or from
nerd.
Postcard brings free folder.

29 N. Sixth St.

reduces the demand for a further
advance in the power used at any
single station. And, of course, every
delay in advancing the power of class
"B" stations to higher values means
a delay in the time when serious
inter -station interference may be expected.
The question of station interfer-

for wider separation than

Rubicon Kits Cut Cost
u

undertake to improve the
standard of programs from existing
stations by taking a suitable period of
time in studios at present functioning. Mr. George C. Furness, une of
the foremost advocates of toll broadcasting and manager of the Eveready
Entertainers of the National Carbon
Company, explained how one great
corporation had practiced this policy.
In his opinion more class "B" stations
means poorer programs and a direct
loss, not only to the public, but also
to the radio industry and the art of
radio. The money which such broadcasters can afford to put into the
business should go through the best existing stations by means of toll
broadcasting.
Chain broadcasting by linkage of
several stations through long- distant
land wires is often practiced by those
who wish a national audience. One
dare not attempt too much in interpreting the Government policy with
respect to this clatter; but probably
it is fair to say that the Department
of Commerce certainly looks with no
disfavor upon this development.
The two systems organized already
by the Radio Corporation of America
and the American Telephone and
been
Telegraph
Company
have
planned without any official approval,
because the Department feels that it
is none of its business to pass upon
these matters. But the writer suspects that every announcement of additions to these chains of stations
brings a sigh of relief at the Department. Certainly every such linkage
should

PROVED TO

business.
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with an offer in which he said, "If the
Paulist Fathers want to put on a
program, they can du it through our
station." Thus was emphasized the
desire of some that all new-corners

se

SM. Inc.
tagaaSS, S.

conference, the desirability of 15-kilocycle separations regardless of distance between them. Apparently this
wider spacing will wholly eliminate
those distressing whistles of heterodyning that the multi -tube set owner
At present,
at times experiences.
however, Washington offers us no
encouragement that this greater
separation can be ,ranted in the imPerhaps improvemediate future.
ment in the radio art will give us instruments AO much more precise in
selectivity and more accurate in
transmission that this trouble may
eliminate itself. If not, Uncle Sam
is going to have a job cutting down
50 per cent the number of class "B"
wave -length channels.
Fans the country over are beginning to appreciate that Washington
has two different sorts of high -power
station problems. The first of these
relates to those much -talked -of, and
much damned, "superpower" establishments, none of which has yet be.
come a reality in broadcasting. It is

likely that one such station will be
built and tried out during the coming
Out on the Jersey flats
summer.

such a station, it is rumored, is even
now under construction.
But this fact need cause no listener

worries. Uncle Sam's inspectors will
he Johnny -on-the -spot whenever this
giant of radio begins to use the ether.
In effect they will have one hand on
the broadcasting switch every moment

of the time, for any new developments
that cause trouble will at once result in interruption of experiments on
any such large scale. Only good can
come, therefore, from the trials.
Of course the object of such extremely powerful stations is to raise
the signal strength so far above the
static and other interfering effects as
wholly to eliminate these troubles of
the listener. If such result can be
accomplished, Washington certainly
will look with favor upon a few big
stations. But, rest assured, they will
be wisely located and closely watched.
increasing power of present stations by steps of 500 watts goes on
apace. Already a dozen or more are
taking advantage of this privilege.
Inspectors are, however, watching
these folks too.
In this connection
Washington tells one good juke, and
it lb clearly "on" the fans. One of
the class "it" stations, having been
granted permission to raise its power,
permitted the newspapers to announce the fact. Almost at once the
Department of Commerce began to
receive a flood of protests. These described all sorts of blanketing, interference and new troubles, "never before experienced." The fact was,

authority had

been

granted, but no

change in power actually hud been
made. Can it he that the fans ever

do imagine things?

1,

for one, will

not venture to deny it in the face of
this unquestioned evidence.
But the listener -in does not need
to trust his imagination when it
conies to determining which is the best
program. That is clearly a matter
of personal opinion or personal
judgment. And the fan nut only is
entitled to such preferences; he also
should make them known. There is
no other way in which either broadcaster or supervising Government
official can tell what Is wanted or
what we can well spare.
There is no question of the desire
in every broadcasting organization to
give the public what it. wants. Without accomplishing this end the station obviously fails of its primary
purpose. That the fan is not unmindful of this is evidenced by the millions of messages received by every
form of communication available at
every important station. To supplement these communications sent directly to the station, it is a good
scheme to write occasionally to the
Radio Division of the Department of
Commerce at Washington, or to the
District Radio Inspector. Why wait
to write such

or

imagined

a

letter until some real
of complaint

cause

arises? Why not give the Department
as well as the broadcast artist and
station, the encouragement of a
"thank -you" letter now and then?
But when you write to Washington,
unless you really need an answer,
please be sure to phrase your letter
so that the busy Department staff can
read, enjoy, and file, without replying.
Thus it becomes merely the intended
stimulus and encouragement; it does
not become an added burden to the
already overloaded correspondence
daft. For we must remember that
every unnecessary letter takes time
Jr these radio guides from urgent and

There is,
Important other work.
however, always time to read that
mail which gives the Department a
background of understanding of the
needs and wishes of the radio public.
And in the Department there is no
greater desire than to serve and
satisfy this need.
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The "Showmanship" of Radio
Announcing
By PAUL HALE BRIISKE
Dear

.11r.

Seely:

It

has occurred several times to
that some magazine IS going to
strike a harmonious note with a
large proportion of its traders by
devoting a relatively small proportion of its space to contributions
from the radio laity, one of whom
I aim always to be.
Articles by an expert are surely
tnst' active and enlightening to a
reasonable proportion
of your
renders. Yet I am sure there must
large proportion of your
be u
clientele who world welenrn something more within their own experience with which they eould intelligently agree or disagree.
The accompanying article is aubmitted as the viewpoint of one
lis truer-in.
}'ours very truly,
Paul Hale RruAke
me

Y '11115 candid, outspeaking Nation
of ours, there have long been two
occupations on which the open season
for adverse criticism lasts proverbially

year around.
Everybody who has ever been a
guest of a hotel admits he could run
it far better than the person now on
that job.
And only the very meek and humble
fail to cherish an inward grief that
destiny has never placed them in
charge of it newspaper. What sweeping improvements they would make!
Now comes a third "mismanaged"
job- another of those semi -public affairs-which each of us believes himself better fitted to handle than those
the

to whom it has been assigned.
Comrade,: of the horn and headset,
gather 'round. and deplore the lamentable lack of good broadcast announc-

ing!

Pass swiftly over the misguided
lad, who, in making his announcement. modestly omits naming his station! Dire retribution will surely
overtake him
not in this world.
then in the next. Proceed, rather, to
consider the broad fundamental side
of his responsibilities.
What is he really there for?
And what is he making of his

-if

matchless opportunity?
From the high aerial over his head,
his voice may reach out nightly into
more homes than he has ever seen,
asking the attention not of mere hundreds -not of even thousands -but ac-

tually of millions!
The duty of an announcer is

inform. Even the announcers will prob
ably agree in that definition.
But what information is he there
to pass out? Why the information
we want, of course! The information
W

that's interesting! The information
that keeps our sets open to his station!
For there can be, i imagine, little
sense of satisfaction in broadcasting
to the empty air. Stations exist to
be heard and appreciated.
Every announcement should carry, therefore,
implied invitation to listen. Andl
every announcer should put everything he has into making his invitation attractive to those of un who are
tuned in.
Do we lend hint our ears? Nay,
rather, what does he do to deserve
them? In brief, how good a showman
is he, anyhow?
Does he hold us, or do we listen
momentarily and then reach for the
dials?
That depends largely on the showmanship of the announcer.
For his station is merely one of
many along the midway of the ether.

We'll
stop --if he makes us. It's up to him.
He ran make IS linger and listen to
a mediocre program, if he's good
enough -yes, and send us away boosting for it, and for him!
This need for showmanship may be
a new idea to most of these heralds
of the air. As most of them seem to
construe their responsibilities. they
are merely substitutes for signboards.
A nice little formula is their common
stock in trade. The first section of

this

formula

contains call letters,

home town, and possibly the broadcasting corporation. In the second
comes the name of the next performer,
the selection or subject and perhaps
a more or less frantic attempt at the
name of Burn, utusical composer.
A day's work consists. apparently,

of enough repetitions of this formula,
with slight changes in the second section.
Does this kind of announcing hold
us? It does not. But there's another
kind, Glory Re!
There was the lad. for instance,
out at WOS. His station wasn't the

strongest by any means in the reach
of my set. It was pretty plain that
the management wasn't spending
much if any money for performers.
His standard reliance was the talent
that was doing time in the State
prison -a prospect which could not
be considered at all alluring.
Yet the announcer took the prison
piano player and. with this one lone
performer, gave repeated programs
that had us all tuning iii. The pianist
was proficient enough to hold down
a good dance hall job, if there is such
a thing.
As such performers go,
he was "there." But it wasn't piano
music that held us. We were in the
grip of xhou'ntanship.
That WOS announcer told us things
About that piano player that won our
interest. He gave him a title that was
pat. He worked on our sympathies.
When his convict piano player was
at last set free, the announcer also
eased himself out of radio and into
a field of effort where showmanship
is better understood, and, presumably, better paid. The piano player
is in vaudeville, and the announcer
is his press agent and manager.
Then there's the versatile Roxy at

N'EAI.

The best part of the concerts by
Roxy's gang is undoubtedly the announcing dune by Roxy himself.
That's what makes the rest so good.
Roxy was a showman before he was
ever an announcer. He's a showman
at the "Mike." Well does he realize
that we listeners -in are more interested in people than in mere music.
So Roxy tells us that the soprano is
gowned in peach and lets us in on a
bit of dialogue that proves she has a
speaking as well as a singing voice.
With Rosy, announcing is really
introducing. And his introductions
are so well done that often we feel
almost acquainted with the artist.

Another announcer we all enjoy is
Wendell Hall. Between sniigs, chatter
and "uke" manipulation, Wendell is
doing a lot Of announcing and introduction. All of it concerns Wendell

Hall.
Just think of the personal knowledge we have all picked up about this
talkative troubadour. How generously he has quenched our thirst for
facts about the human being back of
the performer. and how much better
we appreciate the music because of
the

n

.

And he is its sole ballyhoo.

personal acquaintance

he

has

helped us gain!
Yes, lads! There should be more
to any radio artist than a more name.
What does she look like? How is

.
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and now the TORO-TRAN!
CARDWELL, whose pioneer "low- loss condense[ established new
standards of radio efficiency, is now introducing the Toro-Tran'- the
ideal balanced coupling inductance for all radio frequency work.

a::: ni'sÑeana er

The Toro -Iran eliminates signal energy
picked up by ordinary coils from nearby
stations.
it eliminates magnetic feed
hack in multi stage radio frequency ci,
cuits. thus removing the most artive
factor in causing howling and distortion
and thereby increasing selectivity and
distance. It rejects almost entirely the
interference effects caused by electrical

power machinery, elevators, door bells,
arc stations. etc.
The Toro.Tran winding confines the
field to the inside of the coil. u small
area, and thus avoids one of the greatest
couscs of lass known to s,Ii,, rrrrivers -,

thatofstraymagncticheldswhirhresultin

the absorption of signal energy and red ice
the efficiencyof the receivertremendously.

Note these unusual advantages in assembly and operation
4. I.ow distributed capacity eat lots factor in the ,diriry

1. Compactness. The cods do
not require spacing or angular
n.mnting. They occupy less
spate than your condensers.
Z Permit exact nullification
for tube and ,troy capacity
without guess work or tedious
testing.
1. Closed magnet i. field rl'
notes magnetic feedback in
tuned radio frequency am
phhern.

due to air spacing of each wind
ìng and to low voltage drop
per turn of small diameter wire.

Circuit and is not remedied by
"skeleton- or so-tailed "Iuw
los' windings

coupling and
S. Maximum
high ratio of voltage increase
due to concentrated held with

7.

me

To appreciate the many remarkable
advantages of the Toro Trim write for
our two free booklets: "The Torodyne
Circuit " and "The Most Interesting
Radio Frequency Transformer Ever In
vented."
Toro -Trans are ready to mount in
any tuned radio frequency'circuit. Replace your ordinary coils with Toro

of

to tube capacity by
rotating

control

anyone can .. balance."
a. Low rapacity between primary and secondary, anoeding
maximum transfer of energy
to succeeding yid circuit.

6. Aloe,.rr of all supporting
insulation ill the field of the
roil. This is one of the great-

seeding ten.

,

who

zero leakage

The Torn -Trap has a lower "circuit resistance (i. e. effective resistance as as
semblyd in a set and not as isolated in
the laboratory for theoretical measure
meets) than any inter-stage tuned transformer made and has a eurrespondingly
higher amplification factor, its ratio ex

p.se of neutralizing used

It La, due

Trans. You will be astonished with the
results. Meut 00035 nifd. variable con
densely will tune them. hut by using Cardwell Condensers you get maximum
rffteienl y

Order from your dealer or direct
CARDWELL TORO- TRAN WITH
BALANCING POTENTIODON
Cantwell 00015 Condenser for tuning
Cardwell .00035 Vernier Condenser
Cardwell .00035 Dual Condenser (two.
.

....

In- one)
Cardwell .0003S

,neon)

.

Triple Condenser (three.

Cardwell Audio -Trans (compound audio

4.00

4.75
6.25
0.00
17.00

trnsformna)
10 00
The Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp.
81 Prospect Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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The Best Transformer
Money Can Buy
You secure Marvelous Reception with these
New KARAS HARMONIK Audio Frequency Amplifying Transformer.
Because they amplify with GREAT VOL.
11ME the extremely Low frequency tones that
other ti analonners tad to amplify at all. -1 bey
amplify EQUALLY snot the many vital liar.
monies and rich overtones that ,-ta.bme to
form pleasing musical sounds.
There is no muffling nl sounds no fuze on
the edge of words no thin. squeaky, dia.
toned tones.
Instead. EVERY tone is r-Iean -cut, separate
and distinct from even other tote soft.
sarprt.oig
rich, round, full, mellow tones
volume of EAL MIfIC to which it w a delightful pleasure to Warn. Price 57.00 each.

y -

Lew Bistro Cases, MS N. tded91- .Clisaw

AAI I'ERITE --the Sell Ad)ut.ng rhaast.,
ear. of tub* current better than
caerrt operator could resulatII. No more
hand rheostats or hlamrnt mete,, nee,,
nrinn mon out of each Indlalda'

115.

h1

th

.utom. iir.11y simplihr.w binge Ju..

tube life.lower set cost. Aoroed b.
l,ding lebor.tone. Used In ...r.
enoolr ronametlon ttrrii i
RADIALL COMPANY
rkpa.le.t.so Pnakan t... New York Ca,
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Nay,

What does she do in

she gowned'.

working hours?
Dues
Can the pianist also talk?
that rumbling bass come from a giant
or a shrimp?
Is the violinist loose-jointed or on
Does the coon- singer
his dignity?
sing from her toes up, or only from
the chest?

Is the accompanist a close friend
or just an emergency pick -up?
What's going on in the studio besides the things we're supposed to

el)
up your set

hear?

with good tubes
«I

DIDN'T think

Loosen up, lads!

Don't be maudlin or verbose. Don't

try to

that

us.

You. too. will be pleasantly
surprised by the way that

MAGNATRONS "pep"
a

act and give it

a

up
new ¡case

on life.

MAGNATRON

DC- tee,
201A, and
11C -199
with
large hase, sell for only a'l
each At your dealers.

Ballyhoo us

Fiftl Av..,

New York
Factories. aoboku,

if

you can't, but

just

a

bit, lads; we like it.

recognize you, and the contrast Is
going to make it hard.

H. J.

ONE

ONA

funny,

And don't forget to let us know
your call now and then after you start
this reformation. We surely want to

CONNEMET ELECTRIC LABS.
109

be

remember that everybody wants to
know everything that's interesting.
Your performers may not be extraordinary, but it's up to you to
make them interesting to us. Do that
and you'll be surprised at the applause
cards.
Ilse the old think tank a bit. Rig
up a little stage business onre in a
while! Dignify and glorify that job
of your. if there's a spark of showmanship in your soul, fan it till it
bursts into a blaze! There's a chance
for more fun and more dough in the
old envelope on Saturday night.

tubes made such a
difference -until I changed
to MAGNATRONS."
That's what one enthusiastic
MAGNATRON user wrote

How to Make the Counterflex Supersetectitte
I

1925

very well diagnose without actually
testing the set itself.
Mr. Horace L. Smith, of New
Haven Conn., writes:

"The pictured drawing of your
two-tube Counterflex in the December,
1924, issue appealed to me so strongly
as a simple, yet efficient set, that I
immediately started to build one. It
has given wonderful results in distance and selectivity, having given us
as far West as Hastings, Neb., and
Dallas, Tex.
"Now my problem is this. I have
added another tube of straight audioamplification, but have been unsuccessful in getting any adequate result-s. Will you give me a drawing of
the necessary connections to make ?"
1
am reproducing this letter because a number of readers have asked
me how to add a stage of audio-frequency amplification to the Counterflex circuits. i am not going to show
the diagram requested, however, because it is not practical. The standard Counterflex circuit has two stages
of audio-frequency amplification, and
it is useless to add another stage. The

result will be continuous howling.
'l'he howling can aotaetiates be removed by using resistance and condensers across the transformers, but
these merely reduce the

audibility, and

no advantage is gained by using the
extra tube and transformer.

Mr. Charles W. Buck, of Philadelphia, writes:
"I have built a two-tube Counterflex using two condensers rated at
.00037 mfd. each and find the 509 meter stations come in at 55 on the
dials and 395 meters at 25. How can

ennttmted From Poise ill)

If these connections are
reversed the set will operate ineffiS2 the end.

ciently.
Other questions on the operation of
in
the Counterflex are contained
letters I have received from readers.
Many of these letters report experiences with the Counterflex. T shall
reproduce a few of them and answer
any questions they contain.
Mr. George H. Boltz, of Philadelphia, writes as follows:
"1 think you will be pleased to know
I tuned in KFI, Los Angeles and held
same for forty minutes at 1:30 A. M..
only using two tubes with your fumous Countertex circuit. I feel that
I could get China if I could get three
tubes going, but when I tune in with
two tubes and then transfer to three
I get distorted volume for about ten
seconds, then a 'pio'' like the bursting of a toy balloon, and the set is

Make Money Building
This Set for Friends
Here is a 4 -tube set with 5 -tube volume and a wonderfully
tune. It is not retltxrd, but employs the circuit (with improvements) which made the Greene Concert Selector such a
favorite in the East.
The secret is the L+K Variable Clarifying Selector and the
VT25 Variotransformer. so widely praised by radin authurilies.
The Selector is a patented aerial tuner that gives needle -point
selectivity. The VT25 is a variable transformer, operating without a condenser. that gives the amplification of two ordinary fixed
R. F. transformers. Roth will improve any standard hook -up.
We'll supply all the parts and charts and free expert advice to
build this excellent set. Get just one set working in your neighborhood and you'll soon be good and busy un very profitable work.
Write for Free diagram spread and particulars.
Address

wcct

paralyzed. No amount of twisting of
dials will bring in a thing, so I gn
back to two tubes. I am using the
hook -up shown in the January issue
with the addition of a "C" battery
as shown in the February issue and
201A tubes."

The Langbein- Kaufman Radio Company
511

Chapel St., Dept. R., New

An
I

TUNERS

Lt

'linen,

Conn

Product

URA Yr

SETS. KITS

I

As Mr. Raltz is getting such excellent results with only two tubes, I
would suggest that he examine the
,onneetions and apparatus of the third
It is
tube and locate the trouble.
very likely some simple little fault,
he
find.
it
may
to
difficult
though
just a. loose connection, or a faulty
I do
audio -frequency transformer.
not think the set is "paralyzed." This
is a case, however, which one cannot

Finer Selectivity
Equip your receiving
with Apex Vernier
They will R.
n r
increa se the aka-knee .4
art. Make taning irw
Wye Mini in distant ma,
t_n.. Your dealer has diem.
set

IMale.

l

I1 no.. send $2 .001... Royal
Firma Finish -- $ 2. for sr.

In silver Fini a,or$3.50for
De t.n.e Geld Plated (14k).

APEX SUPER 5
This highly efficient
tuned radio frequency

receiver i. olive advanced
In denen and con.trvction.
An instrument that meets
err
ive' evi.erratiun
of the radio enthusiast.
Hasard in ahi.idvónished

'

w.lnu cousin
mtdete
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I change the tuning to higher figures
on the dials so as to he able to get
t..,wn to at least 250 meters? I want
to say I have never heard a set of any
kind that I liked better for clear reception and volume."
The remedy in a case like this is
very simple. Just remove some turns
from the secondaries of the radio -frequency transformers.
With .00037
condensers the secondaries of the r. f.
transformers should have not more
than sixty turns of the No. 24 wire
on 2',4 -inch tubes.

Mr. Edward
York, writes:

Ingram, of New

G.

have completed my Counterflex,
and I want to tell you that its excellent performance has far exceeded
my fondest expectations. Its volume
on both local and long- distance stations is perfectly amazing and the
tone quality is wonderful. Local atationa can usually he operated on the
first stage with ample volume. Dis"1

tant stations like Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland and' Pittsburgh come
in on the second stage almost like the
big local stations. The second night
had the set in operation I received
KOA, Denver, Col., on the phones. As
my brother's eight -tube superheterodyne has so far failed to bring anything in further west than this, you
can imagine that I am pleased.
"The ability to bring the Counter
flex right up to the oscillating point
l

-

when doing DX work seems to give
it all the advantages of tickler coil

regenerative circuit.

"r think

a

little information

on how

to balance your Counterflex would be
of great value to those who are building this outfit with home -made part.:.
Every one recognizes that when he
buys the manufacturers' kit he gets a
better set than he could build him-

self. but there will always be some
who will try to build the set with
cheaper, parts, or with home -made
parts. How can these fans approach
the balance obtained by the manufacturer? For instance, if a man builds
a set using the number of turns that
you suggest on

Ti

receiver does not function properly,
what method of procedure should be
followed? Would varying the primary of one or both the transformers bring results ?"
In the hypothetical case suggested.
the procedure to he followed would
depend entirely on hew the receiver
did not function. In any case, if the
radio - frequency transformers are
wound correctly the cause of the set's
failure to function properly mast be
elsewhere. If it is impossible to pre duce self -oscillation, I would first
check up the connections to the radio
and audio frequency transformers.
The trouble may lie In a reversed
connection. If these are correct, and
all other wiring is cut reel, the set may
merely be off balance because of the
high resistance of some of the parts
used. The resistance can be reduced
by using a higher value of by -pass
condenser across the idles audiutratusformer.
I explained how to
"balance" the Counterflex receiver in
the

WIN

AN
ALL-AMAX
RECEIVER

and T2, and the

April

issue.
Mr. Geo. M. Hand, of Louisville,

At your favorite
Radio Store
Ask them about
the great
ALL-AMERICAN
Slogan Contest

S you

FactoryMountcd -Ready to Wire

You can win
a set by

You buy ALI.-AMAX SENIOR with all
the parts properly mounted on panel and
baseboard. Wire it in une delightful
Price $42
evening
ALL -AMAX JUNIOR (t tube)Price $22

submitting a
SLOGAN
Everybody can

enter. It

c.+ t.

nothing
Ten (ern. will being you the new Radio Key
Hook. and upon request we well encludr,Iree,
complets wiring blueprint of either ALL-

AMAX SaMIOR.r AIL -AMAX JUNIOR.

ALL-AMERICAN RADIO CORP.
F..

261iä

N. Ragland, P.radrnt

t'orne Street. Chicago,

Kentucky, writes:

TIMM(yW-

frínunator

"Lust night (January 19), I made
all -night distance test with a
friend of mine, doing fine work. We
worked front 10 P. M., Central standard time. We recorded eighty -two
stations in all, bringing most in with
an

good volume on head set.

tions

Pot
May 15.
¡fits

How it Operates on
An Atwater Kent
How

well

the

Timmons

B-

Liminator,

which takes the
place of B batteries and uses
house current, operates on en
Atwater -Kent set is told in the
following, taken from the letter of Thomas H. Latta, Armstrong & Latta, 1929 Sansom
Street, Philadelphia:
The B-

ist-

Liminator was of great
fnce in clarifying reception

when I tuned in Los Angeles
Station KFI on my 6 -tube

Atwater -Kent set."

The B- Limintor operates from
any 110 volt, 60 cycle alternat-

ing current
Price now
tube.
At
dealers.

lighting

circuit.

$35 with special
all gond r e d i o

i

TIMMONS
RADIO PRODUCT'S
CORPORATION

GEBMANI -OW,:

rifILATIFLYHIA

included

KGO,

The sta-

KFf, WEAF,

WMBS, WOC and others too numerous to mention. At 0:15 A. M. I think
we set the pace for the Counterflex,
but have no way of verifying it unless you can help me investigate. At
about 6:11 A. M. we tuned in what we
think was England. The voice was
not strong enough for us to get the
call letters but the music was good.
For verification please try to find out
if any of the English stations were
broadcasting a pianologue or the piano
and voice at the same time. TFe
voice did not sound like singing. I
think the announcer said, "I wonder
how many of our American friends
are listening in at this time in the
morning.'
"This little 3 -tube 'Air Devil' is the
set of seta and, believe me, O. M., I
don't believe you can improve it much
but I hope you can. I have followed
you from the reflex up. Although I
did beat you with the two rheostats
and A. F. by -pass condensers, when
the January issue came out you had
me bested with the counterdon, so I
Selective! Say,
had to put it on.
O. M., I live half a mile from WHAS
and it doesn't make any difference to
me whether he is running or not. I
get through just as long as they are
not on 400 meters. How's that? If
I had a set built out of first-class
balanced parts instead of my knockdown built -up things that have been
in everything from a three -circuit regenerative to a superhet, I'm afraid
I'd keep the neighbors awake. I'm
using W. D. 12's in this set. The
English broadcasting I speak of was
between 40g and 410 meters."
r am afraid I can't help Mr. Hand
very much to check up on his reception. He might be able to get some
particulars of the British stations
and programs from the British Broad casting Company of London. To pick
up eighty -two broadcasting stations in
one night is quite an achievement,
whether he was successful in receiving England or not. I notice that Mr.
Hand, In common with many others

The One Tube
Where
"Distance Makes No Difference"

SEA GULL
Tubes
Detector and Amplifying

Here are tubes to gladden the heart
of every radio fan with ambitious standards. Each Sea Gull tube is nursed
along individually through every stage
of its construction as though it were
the first, last and only tube that we
intended making.

"That's why both static and
dynamic tests show so high on Sea
Gull tuba. T! at's why Sea Gulls

onderful
achieve such
ance in operation.

perform-

Quantity production
interest to

us-quality

is

of no

and repu-

tation are, and ever will be, our
first considerations.
Isn't that an excellent
reason why you should immediately send us your order for
Sea

Gulls today?

$3.00
.00

C.O.D.

per
Da it sow.

ABERDEEN MFG. CO.
Ma.l

O, der

Deet.

318

1520 Chestnut St
Pt+iladalpia. U. S. A.
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using dry cell tubes, finds the standard Counterflex very selective.
Mr. Ernest Moss. of 49 Camp
street, Providence, R. I., says:
"i have made your Counterflex set
which was described in the January
issue.

surely

Clearer reception
this easy way
THE important thing is to
have clean, perfect contact between tubes and sockets.
Otherwise disturbing
noises will continue.
You can always have
clean, perfect contact by
using Na -Aid Sockets -the
only sockets with these three
essential features:

Low..t loos.
Laboratory tests proved that of
13
best -known
makes

(1)

Na -Aid Sockets were the

only ones having losses
lower than a good low loss condenser.

Low capacity.

(2)

The same

tests showed that Na -Aid
has the lowest capacity of
any socket -very essential
for short wave length reception.

Po.itiv
(3) sontact

side
scraping
(not just side pres
sure) that cleans corrosion
from tube terminals.
-

that it is
with plenty of dis-

I am pleased to say
a good set,

tance and as clear as a bell.
The
only trouble i have had so far is body
capacity effect. how can I stop this
effect?'
If this effect is troublesome it can
only be remedied by shielding the

panel behind the cuunterformer TI
dial and the counterdon dial and
grounding the shields. These shields
can be pieces of aluminum or copper.
Holes must be drilled to pass the
shafts of the condensers and the
mounting screws without touching the
shields. There must he no electriral
connection between the shields, which
ore connected to the ground, and the
tuning eouIenaer or the counterdon.
The concluding letter this time is
from Mr. G. B. Wright, of San Fran-

He writes:
"In the October issue of Radio in
the Hoene your Counterflex hook -up
first came to the writer's notice. Since
that time i have done considerable
experimenting with this hook -up and
have found in some respects it is almost too good to be true, while in
others it is not so good. As a DX
set it has anything beaten off the
board that I have ever had anything
to du with, including all dynes and
supers.
I have night after night
picked up stations within a radius
of 2000 miles on a loud- speaker and
have held stations as far distant as
Detroit, Memphis and Cleveland for
a period of an hour without a break,
with every word and note audible. In
order to do this you have to tune in
when the local stations are not on the
air. in all respects, with the exception of selectivity, it is much the best
set the writer has ever had. f have
picked up stations as far away as
WGY on the loudspeaker. I never
use phones. The hest part of it is its
clearness.
you can hear a station
cisco.

if

Usc Na -Ald Sockets in the

build or buy, if not
already installed by the
manufacturer.
De Luxe,
set you

75c

;

3k

others,

and 50c.

The New World

ALDEN MANI FACTCRINO
COHPANT,
Also makers of the famous
Na -Aid Dials
Dept. J -fi, Springfield, Mass.

freeBooklet
mail

\

COUpon

below
Alden Processed

A -AL
kets and
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Dept.
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Springfield. Mils.

Please send free copy of booklet,
"What to Build," showing tested
and selected circuits.

Name

Adds...

L city

at all it is clear."
Mr. Wright just needs one thing to
make his set perfect -the coupling
condenser described in the opening
paragraphs of this article.

sala

for the Shut -in
(Continued From rage

for

%OI

one who has never known the
keenest zest of living and therefore
can not miss it so much.
But, like Radio Doc, Mr. Thorne is
deeply appreciative of all he has enjoyetl in the past and spends nu time
in vain regrets for vanished days.
He remembers the time when he
hung up a very respectable record as
.a runner on the cinder path-and
smiles. He thinks of his newspaper
days with a chuckle and laughs as
he recalls his adventures in the real
estate and advertising fields of various cities. He apeaka humorously of
needing an adding machine to count
up his operations and tells of a painful and, as it proved, useless journey
from Pasadena to a Baltimore hospital on a stretcher, as if it were a
great joke on everybody concerned.
Radio Doc can sit in a sunny corner
and manage to touch the things on
the swinging shelf which serves as
his desk, but Mr. Thorne must lie
motionless in a dark room. The rheumatism "bug," as he terms it, has
blinded one of his eyes and dimmed
the other and he cannot stand the
sunlight any more.
He used to lie and stare at the
ceiling, but it was a dull occupation,
and he longed desperately for something to do- something to get his
teeth into and occupy his mind.
Finally he hit on the magazine subscription business and was happy

again for, with the help of his nurse
and the interest of his friends, he
found that he could give a real service and take some part in affairs
once more.
fie got busy and now he
is selling magazines published in all
parts of the world to people living in
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all parts of it.

And then, two years ago, radio
came to transform his many remaining dark and lonely hours and change
the whole complexion of existence for

him.
He says he has "perked up a lot
since then," for now he can go to the
He
theatre or hear a symphony.
used to be a great dancer and he can
dance again- in memory -while he
listens to the music of some snappy
hotel orchestra.
Radio gives him food for every
part of an alert and well- informed
mind and not the least of his pleasure is in listening to Sunday services. "Yes, I always go to church,"
he told me. "and if one fellow can't
preach, i go somewhere else. I like
to hear the choirs sing, too, and
don't miss a thing but the collection
plate." The fact, however, is that
his bit finds its way into the plate in
spite of his mischievous chuckle.
Radio keeps him informed on politics, and ile is still marveling at the
wonder and privilege of hearing
President Coolidge's Inaugural address right in his own room. Less
than an hour after President Hard ing's death the news was at Frank
Thorne's bedside. He got the returns
of the last national election even before the waiting crowds in the streets.
I asked him what his thoughts
were when he heard radio for the
first time. His set was the gift of
friends and when he heard it begin
out in the hall beyond his room he
thought it was a phonograph. "Then
the door opened and they carried it
in -and all of a sudden it rolled
right out a mighty chorus of voices,
and it was so wonderfully and overwhelmingly beautiful that I cried like
a baby with sheer joy."
Since then there have been many
tours of music. Great organs have
poured nut their solemn anthems until
he has wondered if they were really
of this earth after all. He has heard
his own name mentioned by his
friend, the Reverend Doctor Freeman, broadcasting through KPPC,
and known the thrill of meeting the
listening, invisible thousands in that
way.
Indeed, it is largely due to his interest and intelligent agitation that the
Pasadena Presbyterian Church has a
broadcasting station. Ile was one of
the very first to see the need for it
and to make others see it also.
Fate has taken many things away
from him and yet given him gifts
well worth having in their places.
And one of these gifts is friendship.

Mr. Thorne has more friends that he
can count and many he has never
seen.
At holiday times greetings
pour in by the hundreds and he
makes them last just as long as he
can by not reading them all at once.
Many of these greetings copie from
people who only know him through
radio, but they are not any the less
interested or constant for all that.
Mr. Thorne says he can understand

interest or thoughtfulness for anybody who is ill for a month or so, but
how people can be bothered to think
about any one who has no more consideration or judgment than to drag
out an illness for nearly a dozen
years is beyond his comprehension.
Cards, letters,
Christmas carols,
visits and radio --he is grateful for
them all and enjoys them in a
greater degree than most ordinary
mortals.
his body may he down for the
count but his brain is still very much
in the ring. "It's a good world yet,"
he salt's, "and radio is a lifesaver. No,
I can t see what the shut -ins have to
complain about now."
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I Using the Correct Voltage?
(Continued From l'nge

the tube, through the filament of the
tube, which it heats to incandescence,
then through the rheostat which
limits the amount of i1.: flow and
finally back to the battery again at
the negative or right -hand terminal.
The "circuit" is therefore most apprcpriately named, for it is a closed
path returning to itself. With the
voltmeter connected across the "A"
battery, the reading is 434 volts, the

normal voltage of the battery.

This

is also the voltage. "across" the en-

tire circuit, looking at the thing the
other way around.
Now in Fig. 2 we find the voltmeter shifted to a position across the

ter1in,

45

Earn s100 a Week

jflLO

2M)

that the surit of the various voltages
in the circuit must add up to the
total voltage across the circuit. The

voltage across the tube is 234 and the
Hence the
rest must be made up in the rheostat.
In Fig. 3 we find the meter across
the rheostat, where it registers two
volts.
Here the left -hand terminal
of the voltmeter is still toward the
plus side of the battery, to keep the
"polarity" of the meter correct. Here
we have a complete electrical circuit,
d34 volts across it, and 2 and 2%
volta across each of two elements
which form the circuit in conjunction
with the battery,

battery voltage is 4%.
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Fig. 4 -The voltmeter shown as it is connected for measuring the "B'
battery. This is perhaps the most important function of the instrument
let you knoto when your "B" batteriec ale running down

-to

As the rheostat
tube filament.
happens to be adjusted, the voltage
at this point is just 2'4, or 34 volt
less than the maximum voltage for
such a tube specified by the manu -

ferturers.

It

is well to keep in mind the direc-

tion: of current flow in the circuit,

being from plus to minus or clockwise
Observe also
in tete illustrations.
that the left -hand terminal of the
voltmeter is attached to the positive
end of the "A" battery in both cases.
Low-priced voltmeters can be connected in either directivty whereas
the good type must be correct as to
polarity or the pointer will swing in
the wrong direction.
It is an electrical law, and quite
obvious after a moment's thought,

Some interesting conclusions may
drawn from the facts ascertained
together with an application of
"Ohm's Law." This law expresses a
simple relationship between current,
voltage and resistance in an electric
circuit. It is expressed fundamentally
as follows:
Voltage (E) -- Current (I)
X Resistance (R), or
Volta =- Amperes X Ohms,
or E -- I X R
Transposing this relationship slakes
it easy for us to determine any one
of these values when the other two
are known. For instance:
E = I X R
(1)
I
E/R
(2)
R --E /I
(3)
Now to apply these laws to our
be

-
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filament circuit. The resistance of
the filament of the 199 or 299 tubes
ix approximately 50 ohms. The volt-

that resistance is 2I4 in
Fig. 2. 'fo find the filament current
we apply Ohm's Law No. 2,
-E/R.
The current is therefore equal to
age across

1

2.6/60,

or .05 ampere (five one hundredths of an ampere).
Since this current is necessarily the
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same as is flowing through the rheostat (in series with it) we may next
determine how much of the rheorgtat's
resistance is in circuit in order to
limit the current flow to .05 ampere.
Here we must apply Ohm's law No.
3, R
E /I.
Thus we find the resistance of the rheostat as its arm is
set to be 2/.05 or 40 ohms. In case
the rheostat happens to be a 60-ohm
instrument, we should find that about
4/b of its resistance element was in

circuit to reduce the filament current
to .05 amperes. Fig. 3 illustrates this
situation.
Titus,

a

voltmeter is

not only
"A" and
is also useful in

serviceable in measuring the

"B" batteries, hut

determination of the voltage applied
to receiving tubes. Generally speak
log, it is best to illuminate the tube
filament at the minimum temperature
consistent with full signal strength.
Under -illumination
does
not, of
course. shorten the life of the filament, but it usually weakens the
signals and in the Instance of an
audio-amplifier, causes more or lets
distortion. Over -illumination is useless, for it not only brings no improvement in reception. but it shortens the life of the tube considerably.
The other battery circuit of the receiving set with which trouble is
often experienced is the "plate" circuit and includes the "B" batteries
which supply the plate voltage. Here
It la not necessary actually to determine the strength of the plate current.
but it is enough to know the voltage
of the "H" batteries. "B" batteries
very low in voltage cannot supply
current enough for the ordinary receiving set.
A 45-volt "B" battery that has
fallen to much less than 40 volts is
not a very satisfactory power medium
for a receiving set. Very frequently,
run-down "H" batteries will, by their
increase in resistance. start the audio amplifier to howling. This is due to
the resistance coupling between the
audio tubes- -the resistance providing
the unwanted coupling being the resistance of the "B" batteries, where
both tube circuits are common.
Fig. 4 illustrates how a voltmeter
is employed in measuring the "B"
battery's voltage. Of course. the
battery need not be in a circuit for
such a measurement any more than
the filament battery. However, it is
not necessary to disconnect the batteries when taking the measurements.
Once in a while a section of a 45volt "11" battery will he found at
fault, as often happens when a connecting wire that isn't well covered
causes a short- circuit between two of
the contact posts. In such cases the
voltmeter is highly useful in locating
the defective portion, which can then
be bridged by a piece of wire to take
it out of the circuit. Many a time a
whole set of "B" batteries, worth
perhaps ten or twelve dollars, has
been thrown away when only one
little 221,ít -volt section was run down.
And it often happens that one of two
45 -volt units will become discharged
even though the other one is in perfect condition. Such accidents sometimes occur because one of the units
was too close to a radiator, which
heated and dried out the moisture so
essential to a "dry" battery.
A knowledge of the use of the voltmeter, together with an elementary
understanding of Ohm's law, is most
helpful when the radio builder attempts to design some special battery
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or filament arrangement. Suppose he
wishes to build a five -tube receiver

rheostats should he select?
He knows that the detector tube. if
it is to he a UV201 -A or C301 -A, is
to be lighted at Ave volts from current supplied by a six -volt storage
battery.
The rheostat then, must
reduce the voltage one -sixth or one
volt. The current for the tube is to
be
0.26
ampere,
or one- quarter
ampere.
Using Ohm's law, R
b:.'l, he finds
that the proper rheostat resistance
for this condition is about four ohms.
This he obtains by dividing the voltage across the rheostat, 1, by the
current through it, one -quarter. However, he also knows, or has found by
voltmeter trials, that such a tube
often detects better at a lower voltage, sometimes as little as four volts.
Applying the formula once mure, the
resistance needed then is '1.,'.25 or
eight ohms. He also knows that the
voltage of a fully charged storage
battery is often somewhat over six
volts, so that at the minimum filament
temperature the rheostat may have
to reduce the voltage as much as 2%.
Hence. although a ten -ohm rheostat.
will serve, he decided on a 15-uhm
unit to be on the safe side.
The disadvantage of using a 20 or
30 -ohm rheostat for such a tube, as
is often suggested, is that the useful
section of the device is confined to
only a small portion of its circumference and it is correspondingly difficult to set it just "right."
Choosing the rheostat for the four
amplifier tubes is a little more complicated. Four tubes draw 1 ampere
altogether, since they require i.: ampere each.
To pass 1 ampere and
vary the voltage between 4 and 6
or over, the rheostat must reduce the
voltage from 0 to 2 volts. At the 2volt. point, all of its resistance should
be "In." Again applying Ohm's law
No. 3, he learns that the rheostat
should have a maximum resistance
of 2/1 or 2 ohms. The nearest approach to such an instrument is the
6-ohm size and this he chooses, pro-

viding it has a current- carrying capacity of at least t ampere. To use
much higher resistance instrument
than this would be to make it mure
difficult to get just the proper setting, simply because the useful sector
on the rheostat would be too much
"compressed!'
Another important use for the voltmeter lies in the measurement of the
grid bias or "C" battery. it is difficult to tell whether the "C" battery
a

is becoming exhausted or not

some such

DURHAM

r

for loud- speaker only. He will then
use a rheostat for the detector and
in all probability one other rheostat
for the two radio and the two audio
amplifier tubes.
What resistance
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hetrodyne in that of two tubes over
the ordinary five -tube set.
Q. I have always had an idea that
a superheterodyne was a very bulky
set.

A. The majority of superheterodynes in the past have been large,
but in present -day practice they are
not much larger than the average
set.
Q. What is the size of your super-

heterodyne.
A. The size is
inches.

7

inches by 28

That k about the size of an
average set, isn't it?
Q.

A.

Yes.

Q. What are the outstanding requirements for a radio set in your
estimation?
A
In order of their importance, 1
should say, quality, selectivity, volume and distance.
Q. Has
superheterodyne
good
quality?
A. The outstanding feature of a
gond superheterodyne is the quality
of the reception, and I do not believe
any set surpasses it in this respect.
Q. Is a superheterodyne selective ?.
A. A good superheterodyne is one
of the most selective of radio receiving bets.
Q. Has the superheterodyne much

volume?

A.
Yes, a good superheterodyne
rarely needs more than one stage of
audio amplification in order to receive
on the loop and loud- speaker practically any station within its range.
Q. Is the ability to receive distance
also a feature of the superheterodyne?
A. Yes.
Although I make ibis
statement with the reservation regarding distance - receiving ability
that I answered in one of your previous questions.
Q. How much would it cost to buy
the parts to build nne of your sets.?

Roughly, around a85Á0.
Q. That is not very expensive, is
A.

it?

Do You Hear
Each Instrument

Distinctly?
With the unique design
of Ratsland -Lyric comes

or not.

In constructing a superhetero-

Q.

There is brought before
you. as a noted critic

vital point?
The success or failure of a
A.
superheterodyne depends' entirely or
practically entirely on the interme
diate frequency transformers used.

remarked, "the very
personality of each artist," as he explores the
resources of his instrument. Such a quality,
indeed, as to render in-
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A. No; much less than the average person has been led to believe.
Q. Is it possible to purchase one
of these sets all built?
A. No; but there are several highclass dealers who without doubt would
construct one for you if you purchase
the parts from them.
Q. In that case, how much should
a complete set cost?
A. I should say, roughly, about

$125.00 to $150.00.
Q. That is for the set alone, you

mean?
A.

any more sensitive would be unwise
and unnecessary.
Q. One of your sets was used in
the recent trans- Atlantic testa, wasn't
it?
A. Yes. One of my receivers was
an official listening post on Long
Island.
Q. flow did it work out there?
A. It so happened that it was the
only set on the teat in that particular
lace that received signals from
urope.
Q. How was this accomplished?
A. The reception was all accomloudplished on a loop and on
speaker.
Q. It is true, then, although you
are conservative in your statements
on receiving ability, that in most cases
where distance is to he obtained a
superheterodyne is used?
Yes, Whit, in practically all
A.
cases where dependable distance reception is wanted a superheterodyne
is used.
Q. I notice that you give a list of
parts used in the construction of this
set. Do you sell all these parts?
A. No, we do not I selected the
parts which I believe to be the best
for the set after long experimentation
regardless of whether we sold them

Yes.

Q. Well, if I had nothing at. all
and wanted a complete installation in
my house, how much would it cost?
A. I should estimate in the neighborhood of $225.00 to $250.00.
Q. If some of my friends should
build one of these sets, what guarantee have they that it will not be obsolete in a short while?
A. The best answer to that question, Whit, is, I think, a comparison

between the automobile and the radio.
You would not hesitate to purchase
an automobile today on account of the
fact that you believed in a year's time
it would be obsolete, would you? The
same thing holds true regarding a
super in the radio field. And it might
be well to state that the greatest improvements in radin today are corn ing in the broadcast stations themselves, rather than in receiving sets,
as it is recognized by most authorities
that the superheterodyne is the most
sensitive of sets and making them
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